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ABSTRACT 
The relationship between Stewart's disease and subsequent kernel infection was evaluated 
for 77 naturally infected maize genotypes. Seed parents were visually rated for the percentage 
of leaf area killed by E. stewartii and percentages of infected kernels were determined by 
ELISA tests of individual kernels or bulk samples. Maximum likelihood statistical equations 
were used to estimate percentages of infected kernels in samples tested by bulk ELISA. No 
infected kernels were found in 59 of 77 genotypes, including all genotypes with less than 25% 
diseased leaf tissue. Only three genotypes had more than 5% infected kernels and those came 
from plants with more than 50% diseased leaf tissue. Seed transmission rates were 
determined by assays of more than 77,000 plants over four years of greenhouse and field 
trials. Sixteen seed lots used in the grow-out tests were harvested from plants inoculated, by 
the pinprick method, with the rifampicin and nalidixic acid resistant strain, Rif-9A or the wild 
type strain, SS104. Four seed lots were obtained from naturally infected plants. Kernels 
infection percentages for each seed lot were determined by agar plating, for the Rif-9A seed 
lots, or by individual kernel ELISA for the SS104-infected and naturally infected seed lots. 
Seed transmission assays were made by stem printing, which consisted of pressing cut culm 
cross-sections onto agar media. Twenty-eight cases of seed transmission were detected 
among 42,000 plants evaluated from the inoculated seed lots. All 28 positives came from 
seed lots containing >35% infected kernels. One positive plant was detected among 35,000 
plants evaluated from the naturally infected seed lots. Calculations of seed transmission rates 
were based solely on the percentage of plants estimated to have originated from infected 
kernels. The transmission rate from the inoculated seed lots was 0.14% with a 95% upper 
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confidence limit of 0.2%. The transmission rate from the naturally infected seed lots was 
significantly lower, at 0.022% with a 95% upper confidence limit of 0.1%. The risk of seed 
transmission of E. stewartii is extremely low and may be essentially non-existent from 
resistant cultivars or fr^om seed lots with a low incidence of infected kernels. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Overview 
From 189S through the early 1930s, intermittent epiphytotics of Stewart's disease caused 
serious damage to com crops in the United States. Stewart's disease was initially considered 
to be a disease only of sweet com (64). Many popular early maturing varieties such as 
Golden Bantam were particularly susceptible (31,49, 50, 58). Shortly after discovery of the 
disease in 1895 (64), the pathogen, Erwinia siewartii (Smith) Dye, was isolated, 
characterized, and successfully re-inoculated into plants to reproduce the disease (56, 58, 64). 
Identifying the source of inoculum proved to be a more difficult problem that was not solved 
for many years. Seed, soil, and plant residue from previous com crops were believed to be the 
most likely sources of inoculum (56, 58, 64). 
Stewart (64) felt that the pathogen invaded the underground parts of the plant from the 
soil or seed, but his experiments were inconclusive because many of the check plants also 
were diseased. Smith (56, 57, 58) placed particular emphasis on seed as a likely source of 
inoculum. He made microscopic observations of bacteria in the com husk tissue and also 
found bacteria filling the vascular bundles of the cob. From these observations. Smith 
suggested that the kernel surface might become infected via the husks or that bacteria might 
penetrate the base of individual kernels from the cob. He was unable to isolate E. stewariii 
from the kemels, but concluded that the circumstantial evidence for seed infection and seed 
transmission was convincing (58). Erwinia siewartii was eventually isolated from the 
endosperm and from the chalazal region of infected kemels (28, 51), but no evidence of 
embryo infection has been reported. In seed grow-out tests, using seed harvested from 
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Erwinia stewariii-inkcted plants (SO, SI, S8), wilted seedlings were often detected. 
However, because most of the grow-out tests were conducted outdoors, they suffered fi'om a 
major confounding factor. Seed originating from healthy plants was as likely to result in 
wilted plants as seed obtained fi-om infected plants (SO, SI). During 1918 and 1919, more 
than twenty years after discovery of the disease. Rand and Cash (SI) became convinced that 
seed and soil transmission were inadequate explanations relative to the origin and prevalence 
of Stewart's disease. They suspected insect involvement and proved that two species of flea 
beetles, the brassy flea beetle, Chaetocnemapulicaria Melsh., and the toothed flea beetle, 
Chaetocmma denticulata III., were effective vectors of the pathogen (S1). Seed was no 
longer considered to l>e the principal means of disease dissemination during the growing 
season, but was still regarded as the most likely way to introduce the disease to new locations. 
Once the flea beetles were recognized as a major source of the pathogen, most of the 
confusion regarding seed transmission was eliminated. However, the relative importance of 
seed transmission in the dissemination of Stewart's disease has never been clarified. As a 
result, Stewart's disease is a major quarantine issue affecting international shipments of seed 
com. More than 100 countries currently prohibit importation of com seed unless the 
shipment is accompanied by a phytosanitary certificate stating that either the seed has come 
from a field firee of Stewart's disease or that an official sample has been analyzed and found 
free from E. stewartii. 
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Objectives 
Because of the widespread uncertainty concerning the relative importance of seed 
transmission, the goal of this project was to examine the role of seed-borne E. stewartii in the 
disease cycle of Stewart's disease of maize, in the absence of insect vectors, and to determine 
if the current phytosanitary control measures associated with seed transmission are warranted. 
Studies were designed to: (1) estimate the rate of plant-to-seed transmission by relating 
the percentage of infected leaf tissue to the incidence of infected kernels that results, (2) 
estimate the rate of seed-to-seedling transmission via infected kernels, and (3) assess the 
relative risk of seed transmission of E. siewartii from any given seed sample by bringing 
together data relative to the incidence of infected kernels in the sample and data fi'om the seed 
transmission studies. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Nineteenth Century Reports of the Disease 
The earliest known report of a bacterial disease of field com resembling Stewart's disease 
was made by Burrill (9) in Illinois. The disease pattern in individual fields was described as 
widely scattered, affecting some stalks, but not adjacent stalks. Burrill hypothesized that the 
pathogen could be spread by the common chinch bug, Blissus leucopterus leucopterus Say, 
which was found in abundant numbers on the leaves and stems of the plants. The chinch bugs 
were heavily contaminated with bacteria (9), but disease transmission via these insects was not 
demonstrated. Variable forms of bacteria, some motile and others non-motile, were isolated 
but were not identified. 
The first confirmed report of bacterial wilt was made by Stewart (64), who observed the 
disease causing serious damage to sweet com on Long Island during 1895, 1896, and 1897. 
Stewart also noted that the disease distribution was scattered in the field and did not spread 
from an initial center. Yield losses of20-40% were common. Stewart (64) isolated a yellow 
rod-shaped bacterium from vascular bundles of the stalks and reproduced the disease by 
inoculation. He described the bacterium as motile, facultatively anaerobic, and unable to 
produce gas by fermentation of fhictose, sucrose, or lactose. He concluded that the pathogen 
was transmitted by seed, manure, tillage equipment, and soil erosion, but gave no data to 
support that conclusion. 
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Pathogen Identity 
Erwin F. Smith (56) initially named the causal organism Pseudomonas stewarti E. F. 
Smith, but later renamed it Bacterium stewarti E. F. Smith (58). He described the bacterium 
as yellow, strictly aerobic, and possessing a single polar flagellum (58), characteristics that are 
consistent with the genus Xanthomonas, but not Erwinia stewartii. Observations by 
McCulloch (38) showed that the bacterium was non-motile and the current taxonomic 
description (16) characterizes the bacterium as facultatively anaerobic and non-motile. The 
inconsistencies in Smith's observations (58) might be explained if he were working with mixed 
cultures or perhaps with more than one organism of similar appearance. Erwinia stewartii is 
commonly associated with the yellow, motile bacterium, Erwinia herbicola (Lohnis) Dye, in 
both the host plant and the flea beetle vector (4, 16). Smith (58) described disease symptoms 
and made microscopic observations of the location of bacteria in infected plants and seeds. 
He was strongly convinced that seed was the major means for spreading the disease (57), 
although he later acknowledged (58) that the evidence for seed transmission was 
circumstantial. Throughout the course of his studies, he was not aware of the role played by 
the com flea beetle as a vector of the pathogen. 
The bacterium underwent several nomenclatural changes in subsequent years. McCulloch 
(38) described 14 pathogenic isolates, none of which had flagella. Because the bacterium was 
non-motile, McCulloch changed the name to Aplanohacter stewarti (E. F. Smith) McCulloch. 
In the first edition of Sergey's manual (2), the organism was called Phytomofias stewarti (E. 
F. Smith) Bergey et al. Dowson (15) placed the bacterium in the genus Xanthomonas, based 
on apparent biochemical similarities with other Xanthomonas species. The most recent name 
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change (16), to E. stewartii (Snuth) Dye, removed the bacterium from the genus 
Xanthomonas based on many physiological differences. Dye (16) indicated that the bacterium 
was most similar to the genus Erwinia and might be a degenerate member of the 
Enterobacteriaceae since it was the only non-motile Erwinia. 
Disease Symptoms 
Erwinia stewartii is a non-motile, gram-negative, rod-shaped bacterium that multiplies in 
the xylem and intercellular spaces of maize tissue (S1,64). Bacteria enter maize leaves 
through wounds made by feeding of the com flea beetle, Chaetocnema pulicaria Melsh. (18, 
19, 47, 50). Initial disease symptoms are the presence of light-green or gray-green, linear 
lesions with wavy margins. Young lesions often appear to be water-soaked. On susceptible 
varieties, lesions can coalesce and extend the full length of the leaf blade (23, 28, 51). 
Bacteria frequently exude in copious amounts through the stomata of the husks in heavily 
infected plants (51, 58) and can invade the cob by traveling through the xylem (51, 58,64). 
Severely infected cobs may have normal kernels on one side and shriveled or undeveloped 
kernels on the other side (28). A characteristic sign of systemic plant infection is the presence 
of drops of bacterial exudate on the vascular bundles when the lower stem of a wilting plant is 
cut in cross section (51, 58). 
Two phases of the disease are recognized, an early-season wilt in the spring and a late-
season leaf blight stage (6, 18) that normally appears afler anthesis. Yield loss can be 
substantial when sweet com hybrids are infected at the seedling stage, but the leaf blight phase 
has little effect on yield (42, 43, 65, 66). 
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Geographic Distribution 
Stewart's disease is distributed throughout most of the intensive com producing regions of 
the United States (44). Stewart's disease has also been reported from Canada, Mexico, Puerto 
Rico, Costa Rica, China, Italy, Switzerland, Yugoslavia, and the former USSR (44). Disease 
outbreaks in the United States are strongly correlated with winter temperatures (61, 62). The 
northern com growing regions are relatively free of Stewart's disease. Winter temperatures 
affect flea beetle survival to the extent that disease severity for the upcoming growing season 
could be reasonably well predicted by a simple index based on adding the average monthly 
temperatures for December, January, and Febmary (6, 10, 62). Stevens (61) cautioned 
against too much reliance on simple forecasting methods because factors other than 
temperature might be important to beetle survival. 
Potential Sources oflnoculum 
Soil and plant debris. Soil and plant debris have been extensively investigated as 
inoculum sources. Reddy (52) found no cases of wilt in a crop grown in greenhouse soil from 
which he had previously produced an artificially infected crop. Frutchey (23) placed flasks of 
E. j/ewar/H-infested soil, previously sterilized or non-sterilized, outdoors during the winters of 
1932-33 and 1933-34, but was unable to recover the bacterium in the spring. In six 
experiments over two years. Rand and Cash (51) applied drenches of bacterial suspensions to 
soil as well as the planting of susceptible varieties amid pieces of diseased stalks. No evidence 
for transmission of the pathogen was detected by either method. By using a semi-selective 
medium, Ivanoff (28) was able to recover E. siewariii from infected plant debris that had been 
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overwintered in the field and also from artificially infested soil after S days in the greenhouse. 
However, Ivanoff found no disease transmission from soil drenches of bacterial suspensions 
unless the treatment was accompanied by wounding roots with a scalpel. The evidence for 
soil transmission is negative except for one report by Thomas (69) who planted healthy seed 
of Whipple's Early sweet com in a greenhouse bed in which healthy plants had been grown 
and also into a bed in which diseased plants had been grown and then chopped and 
incorporated into the soil. He observed 3% disease incidence in the non-infested bed and 26% 
incidence in the infested bed. No mention was made regarding how the plants were identified 
as infected by E. stewartii or by other possible wilt-causing agents such as fungi. 
Seed transmission. 
Previous seed transmission studies. Stewart (64) suggested that seed was the 
principal means of pathogen spread. Smith (57) reported 1.5% seed transmission from 
mercuric chloride treated seed compared with 9% transmission from untreated seed of the 
same seed lot. The assay for pathogen infection consisted of cutting and examining a cross-
section of the stalks for the presence of yellow bacteria exuding fi-om the vascular bundles. 
Rand and Cash (SO, 51) found that the seed source had little effect on Stewart's disease 
incidence when a large field experiment was planted with duplicate seed lots in Maryland and 
in Maine. Fifty-four of the 139 seed lots (75-100 seeds/lot) had been harvested from wilt 
infected plants the previous season. The Maryland planting yielded abundant cases of wilt, 
but no wilted plants were observed in Maine. Rand and Cash (51) concluded that the onset 
and spread of the disease suggested that insect dissemination was involved. Rand and Cash 
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(SI) also carried out a number of greenhouse tests in the absence of insects and reported seed-
to-seedling transmission rates from 2% (1 of 54 plants) to 13% (3 of 23 plants). They 
reported about 2% disease incidence from a third sample of very poor quality seed. Frutchey 
(23) reported that 122 of 4,170 plants (3%) were wilted in a greenhouse grow-out test of 45 
cultivars harvested from E. stewartii-xx^ecteA plants. Ivanoff (28) observed no disease from a 
greenhouse grow-out test of a sample with 9% infected kernels (determined by individual 
kernel assay) or from a field grow-out test using a sample with 4% infected kernels. In 
addition, no wilt developed in plants grown in the greenhouse from seed either soaked in a 
bacterial suspension before planting, or from seed planted in soil that was drenched with 
bacteria before planting. 
An injury was found to be necessary for seedling infection to occur (23, 28). When 
inoculum was applied directly to kernels that had germinated on Petri plates containing 
nutrient agar, no infection was observed after 2 weeks unless the roots were punctured with a 
needle (28). Frutchey (23) verified these findings by observing no symptoms when 500 
healthy kernels were germinated on agar media and subsequently inoculated with a drop of 
bacterial suspension. Frutchey (23) also demonstrated that seed-to-seedling transmission 
occurred when seedlings, from infected seed lots, were wounded by needle puncture. He 
estimated that the average incidence of infected kernels was 18 to 19%, as determined by agar 
isolations from individual kernels. The seedlings were wounded by puncturing the base of the 
shoots using a needle pushed through the chalazal region and into the embryo. Almost 21% 
of 1400 seedlings from the injured group were wilted as compared with 6.3% of the seedlings 
from the non-injured control group. 
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Location of bacteria in infected kernels. Bacteria have been observed primarily in 
the vascular and parenchyma tissues of the chalazal region at the base of the kernel (28) and in 
the remains of the vascular tissue connecting to the cob. In some instances, the cell layers 
between the chalazal region and the marginal layer of the endosperm were niptured, allowing 
the endospenn to be invaded. Once inside the plant, bacteria multiplied in and traveled 
through the xylem. Braun (7) found that the bacterium did not produce pectic or cellulolytic 
enzymes that would enable it to invade host tissue through enzymatic digestion of cell walls. 
Bacteria have not been found in the embryo. 
Longevity of bacteria in seed. The potential for pathogen survival in seed is 
important to world germplasm collections since most seed supplies are kept in medium or 
long-term refirigerated storage. Little is known about the longevity of E. stewca-tii in com 
seed. Fnitchey (23) isolated E. stewartii from one-year-old seed. Guo et al. (26) indicated 
that E. stewartii was not detected after 200 to 250 days when the seed was stored at a 
temperature ranging from 8 to 15°C, and after 110 to 120 days when the storage temperature 
ranged from 20 to 25°C. Guo et al. (26) concluded that survival time for E. stewartii could be 
estimated by the summation of the average daily temperatures of the stored seed until the 
accumulated temperature totaled 2000-3000°C. 
Insect vectors. The flea beetles, C. pulicaria and C. denticulata, were demonstrated to 
be vectors of E. stewartii about 25 years after initial discovery of the disease (48, 50). Flea 
beetles were allowed to feed on infected plants, grown in cloth-covered cages, and were able 
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to transmit E. stewartii when transferred to non-infected plants (50). Elliott and Poos (19) 
isolated E. stewartii from the triturated bodies of overwintered adults of C. pulicaria and 
were able to infect com plants by inoculation. Bacteria were also isolated (19) from C. 
pulicaria adults at Arlington, VA in every month, except Fd)ruary, for four consecutive years 
from 1934 to 1937. No sex difference was observed in the proportion of infected beetles. 
Chaetocnema denticulata was not considered to be an overwintering host for E. stewartii 
because few adults were collected, and those that were collected contained no bacteria. 
Many other insect species, both larvae and adults, have been examined as possible vectors 
of Stewart's disease. IvanofF (28) found northern com rootworm larvae, Diabrotica barberi 
Smith, feeding at the base of infected plants. He isolated E. stewartii from the plants and fi'om 
the larvae. When infested larvae were transferred to roots of healthy seedlings, the plants 
became infected. Frutchey (23) found that larvae of the seedcom maggot, Delia platura 
Melgen, were regularly present in the base of the stems of E. j/en'or/w-infected plants. He 
concluded that the seedcom maggot was capable of transmitting bacteria from the infected to 
the uninfected part of the kernel. Elliott and Poos (20) collected and assayed insects for four 
consecutive years from 1934 to 1937. Elliot and Poos (20) assayed a total of 28,769 insects 
by agar plating, representing 76 genera and 94 species. Several insect species were found to 
be contaminated by E. stewartii on an infrequent basis, but the only species shown to be a 
vector other than C. pulicaria and C. denticulata was the adult spotted com rootworm beetle, 
Diabrotica undecimpunctata howarti Barb.. When rootworm beetles were confined to and 
fed on diseased plants and then transferred to healthy plants, they were able to transmit 
Stewart's disease (47, 51). During the four years from 1934 to 1937, E. stewartii was isolated 
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from only 3 of 114 rootworm beetles collected in the field (20). In summary, the preceding 
experiments determined that Chaetocnema pulicaria was the only insect vector of importance 
in the United States relative to the overv^ntering and dissemination of E. stewartii. 
Host Range 
Poos (4S) suggested that other grass species might serve as inoculum reservoirs for E. 
stewartii through the winter. Adult com flea beetles emerging from hibernation might become 
infested by feeding on these infected plants. In a greenhouse test (45), adult C. pulicaria 
beetles were confined to and fed on E. 5/eH'ar//7-infected com plants for several days before 
they were transferred to various species of Poaceae. After 3 to 6 weeks, symptomless leaves 
from each grass species were macerated in distilled water and the extract was used to 
inoculate sweet com plants. Typical symptoms of Stewart's disease were reproduced on 
sweet com plants by using inoculum from the following hosts; crabgrass, Digitaria sp.; fall 
panicum, Panicum dichotomiflorum Michx.; Job's tears, Coix lachryma-jobi L.; Kentucky 
bluegrass, Poa pratensis L.; orchard grass, Dactylis glomerata L.; redtop, Agrostis gigantea 
Roth; Sudan grass. Sorghum drummotidii (Nees ex Steud.) Millsp. and Chase; wheat, 
Triticum aestivum L.; witchgrass, Panicum capillare L.; and yellow foxtail, Setaria pumila 
(Poir.) Roem. and. Schult. The experimental host range also includes sorghum. Sorghum 
bicolor L.; sugarcane, Saccharum offwinarum L.; foxtail millet, Setaria italica (L.) P. Beauv.; 
and common millet, Panicum miliaceum L. (29). The pathogen has been reported from only 
three naturally infected hosts: teosinte, Zea mays ssp. mexicana (Schrader) litis (18), eastem 
gamagrass, Tripsacum dactyloides L. (21), and Job's tears, Coix lachryma-jobi L. (45). 
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Disease Resistance 
Stewart's bacterial wilt reached its most destructive levels in the U.S. during the years 
from 1930 to 1933 (44). None of the yellow sweet com varieties grown at the time were 
resistant, although the possibility of incorporating such resistance into some of the popular 
varieties was suggested by Reddy and Holbert in 1928 (S3). The high losses led to intensive 
breeding programs for host-plant resistance (31, 71, 72). Resistance to Erwinia stewartii is 
highly heritable and controlled by relatively few genes (22, 31, 40, 41, 55, 72). Stewart (64) 
noted marked differences in varietal resistance and observed that early maturity was highly 
correlated with susceptibility. Early maturing sweet corns such as First-of-AlI, Early Cory, 
Early Mayflower, Early Crosby, and Golden Bantam were severely damaged or killed (51), 
while late varieties such as Zigzag Evergreen, Country Gentleman, and Stowell's Evergreen 
had consistently low incidences of wilt (49, 51, 64, 71). IvanofF (30) found that open-
pollinated lines of early-maturing flint corns were very susceptible while the later-maturing 
dent corns were more resistant. Resistance has been positively correlated with late maturity 
and tall plants (30, 31, 72) and also with host-plant resistance to northern leaf blight, caused 
by Exserohilum turcicum (Pass.) Leonard and Suggs, and to Goss's wilt, caused by 
Clavibacter michigammis subsp. nebraskemis (Vidaver and Mandel) Davis et al. (43). Late 
maturity and resistance are not tightly linked because early maturing, resistant varieties have 
been selected (72). Recurrent selection and backcross breeding were effective methods for 
developing resistant cultivars (5, 72). 
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Sampling for Seedborne Pathogens 
Under current phytosanitary regulations, there is no allowable tolerance for E. stewartii in 
seed lots shipped into countries with Stewart's disease restrictions. Although it is impossible 
to be 100% confident that a particular seed lot is pathogen-free without testing every seed, 
sampling strategies have been designed to minimize the probability of incorrectly classifying an 
infected seed lot as non-infected (12, 24). These strategies, based on equations from either 
the binomial or Poisson distributions, can be used to determine the required number of seeds 
to test in a zero tolerance situation, where detecting one infected seed is sufficient to reject a 
seed lot. These formulas work well for the zero tolerance situation, but are quite conservative 
and the approach must be modified when there is an acceptable level of seed infection. If, for 
example, a frequency of less than S% seed infection were considered acceptable, a researcher 
would frequently reject seed lots with only 2 to 4% seed infection. Ceng et al. (24) 
demonstrated that a statistically based sampling strategy could be used to determine the 
number of seeds to be tested that would maximize the probability of rejecting high infection 
seed lots while minimizing the probability of rejecting lower infection (tolerable) seed lots. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Bacterial Strains and Inoculum Production 
Maize seed infected with Erwinia stewartii was obtained from plants inoculated in the 
field or greenhouse and also from naturally infected field plants. Artificial inoculations were 
made with E. stewartii strains SS104 and Rif-9A. SSI04 is a wild-type strain and Rif-9A is a 
rifampicin and nalidixic acid resistant strain derived from SSI04 by the gradient plate method 
(35). Lamka (personal communication) found that Rif-9A was similar to SSI04 in symptom 
appearance and disease severity. From observations made during this study, the first visible 
symptoms that occurred in plants inoculated with strain Rlf-9A were generally delayed about 
24 hours when compared with symptom development from SSI04 inoculations, but no other 
differences between the two isolates were observed. 
Bacterial Culture Maintenance 
Stock cultures of E. stewartii strains SSI04 and Rif-9A were kept in 1 ml vials filled with 
sterile 15% glycerol and stored in liquid nitrogen. Both strains were preconditioned by twice 
inoculating and re-isolating from plants of Stowell's Evergreen sweet com, a moderately 
resistant cultivar. Studies by Lincoln (36, 37) showed that E. stewartii strains that were 
repeatedly inoculated into and re-isolated from resistant plants were more aggressive than 
strains that were passed through susceptible plants. Lincoln (36, 37) concluded that 
differential selection in favor of an "avirulent" strain of the bacterium occurred in susceptible 
plants. The avirulent strain had agar colonies that were small, slightly rough, raised, and non-
mucoid in contrast to the large, smooth, spreading, and mucoid colonies of the virulent type. 
Stability of the Rifampicin and Nalidixic Acid Resistance Trait 
Stability in culture. Experiments were conducted to ensure that the antibiotic 
resistance of strain Rif-9A was stable, (i.e. not drug-dependent or prone to back-mutation) 
both in culture and in plants. To test stability in culture, six single colony isolates were 
selected and streaked onto nutrient broth yeast extract agar (NBY) plates (34). One colony 
from each plate was selected every 2 days and transferred to a new plate of NBY agar until a 
total of 4 transfers were finished. A serial tenfold dilution series was made from the last plate 
of each isolate using 0.8S% sterile saline as the dilution buffer. Aliquots of 0.1 ml were 
spread, using a bent glass rod, onto four replicate plates of NBY and also onto NBY-CRN. 
NBY-CRN was made firom NBY amended with 50 mg/1 cycloheximide, 50 mg/1 rifampicin 
and 25 mg/1 nalidixic acid. Stock solutions of each inhibitor were kept at 5°C and aliquots of 
each were added to the autoclaved NBY after first cooling the media in a 50°C water bath. 
The cycloheximide stock solution was prepared in methanol at 0.1 g/ml, rifampicin in 95% 
ethanol at O.Olg/ml, and nalidixic acid in 0. IM NaOH at O.Olg/ml. Colony counts on each of 
the two media were tallied, converted to CFU/ml, and log-transformed prior to statistical 
analysis. An analysis of variance, comparing the populations on NBY with those on NBY-
CRN agar, was calculated using PC-SAS version 6.10 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). 
Stability in corn plants. To test for the possibility of back-mutation in plants, ten plants 
of the inbred A632Ht were inoculated with strain Rif-9A by pinprick inoculation. A bacterial 
suspension of approximately 1 x lO' CFU/ml (Abssw «= 0.20) was made in 0.02M phosphate 
buffered saline (PBS) and drawn into a 1 ml tuberculin syringe. The two youngest leaves of 
one-month-old plants were inoculated. Droplets of approximately ten microliters in volume 
were placed over individual leaf veins on each side of the midrib, a rubber stopper was placed 
under the leaf for support, and the syringe needle was used to puncture the leaf vein in 3-4 
places. After 14 days, leaf samples were collected, trimmed to 1 cm wide and 2 cm long, and 
macerated in 1 ml of PBS buffer. Serial tenfold dilutions were made in PBS and duplicate 
plates were made on both NBY and NBY-CRN agar. Colony counts were tallied, converted 
to CFU/cm^, and log-transformed prior to statistical analysis. An analysis of variance, 
comparing populations on NBY with those on NBY-CRN agar, was calculated as previously 
described. The experiment was repeated twice. 
Sources oflnfected Seed for Seed-to-Plant Transmission Studies 
Plant inoculations. Sixteen E. 5/eH'ar//7-infected seed lots were produced from 1990 to 
1993 in greenliouse and field increases. Two dent com inbreds were used, A632Ht (8 seed 
lots) and B14A (one seed lot) and two sweet com cultivars were used. Hybrid Pride of 
Canada (S seed lots) and an open-pollinated variety, Bumell's Golden Bantam (2 seed lots). 
Seed lots were named with a three character code (e.g. AR2). The first character designated 
the genotype, the second character specified the bacterial strain, and the third character 
indicated the seed lot number. All harvested seed lots were dried on the ear to 11 to 12 
percent moisture, as determined by a Stein moisture meter. The ears were shelled, and the 
seed was stored in screw-top glass jars at S°C and 50% relative humidity. Warm and cold 
germination tests were conducted, using 4 sets of 100 kernels, according to standard 
procedures employed at the Iowa State University Seed Science Center. 
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Inoculation method. The bacterial strains, Rif-9A and SSI04, were thawed and 
grown for 48 hr on NBY agar. Inoculum concentration was adjusted to approximately 1 x 
lO' CFU/ml in PBS buffer. Plants were inoculated at anthesis with a hand-held pinprick 
device (70) made from a pair of tongs with a #7 rubber stopper wedged into each opening. A 
cellulose sponge square was glued to each rubber stopper and one of the two stopper had 2S 
stainless steel pins (1 inch long) pressed through the back side so the pins protruded through 
the sponge. Both sponges were saturated with the bacterial suspension from a plastic wash 
bottle and the sponges were re-wet between plants. 
Greenhouse seed production. All plants for seed production were grown in #3 Poly-
tainer pots (Hummert Int., Earth City, MO) at 24 to 26°C and a 13 hr daylength was provided 
by supplemental sodium lights. In January 1990, SO pots were planted with seed of Hybrid 
Pride of Canada (HPC) to produce seed lot HRl. All leaves were pinprick-inoculated at 
anthesis at a single site near the leaf axil of each leaf Ears were harvested in April 1990 from 
the mature plants and air dried on a greenhouse bench for 10 days at an ambient temperature 
of 24 to 26°C. 
In January 1991, 72 pots of HPC and 72 pots of inbred A632Ht were planted to produce 
seed lots HR2 and ARl, respectively. Plants were grown and inoculated in the same manner 
described for 1990, with two exceptions. All leaves were pinprick-inoculated at a single site 
near the leaf axil, except the ear leaf which was inoculated at three sites, spanning the width of 
the leaf blade. Inbred A632Ht was inoculated a second time, one week later. Ears were 
harvested in April 1991 and dried on a greenhouse bench at 24 to 26°C. 
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In January 1992, 110 pots of HPC and 145 pots of A632Ht were planted. Thirty plants of 
HPC and 30 plants of A632Ht were pinprick-inoculated with E. stewartii strain SS104 to 
produce seed lots HSl and ASl, respectively. The remaining 80 plants of HPC and 115 
plants of A632Ht were inoculated with E. stewartii strain Rif-9A to produce seed lots HR4 
and AR3, respectively. All plants were pinprick-inoculated at anthesis at a single site near the 
axil of each leaf and also on the ear shank. Ears were harvested in April 1992 and dried for 72 
hours in a forced air dryer at 32°C. 
In January 1993, 50 pots of inbred B14A and 50 pots of Golden Bantam sweet com were 
planted to produce seed lots BRl and GRl, respectively. Plants were pinprick-inoculated at 
anthesis with E. stewartii strain Rif-9A at a single site near the axil of each leaf and also on the 
ear shank. Ears were harvested in April 1993 from the mature plants and dried on a 
greenhouse bench at an ambient temperature of 24 to 26°C. 
Field seed production. Hybrid Pride of Canada sweet com and inbred A632Ht were 
planted at the North Central Regional Plant Introduction Station farm at Ames on 17 May 
1991 to produce seed lots HR3 and AR2, respectively. Twelve rows of each variety were 
planted with a row spacing of 90 cm and 8 m in length. Plants were thinned to 25/row and the 
plots were sprayed with Sevin® insecticide once per week during June and July to minimize 
insect feeding. HPC plants were pinprick-inoculated at anthesis, on 24 July, with E. stewartii 
strain Rif-9A and A632Ht plants were inoculated in a similar manner on 7 August. Inoculum 
was prepared in the same manner as for the greenhouse inoculations and 6 to 7 leaves per 
plant were inoculated at a single site near the leaf axil. The harvested ears were placed in 
nylon mesh bags and dried at 3S°C in a forced air dryer to a seed moisture content of 11-12%. 
In 1992, two blocks containing three rows of A632Ht were planted at the Plant 
Introduction farm on 13 May with rows spaced 90 cm apart and 60 m in length, containing 
about 2S0 plants per row. One block was inoculated on 17 July with strain Rif-9A and the 
second block was inoculated with strain SS104. The plants were pinprick-inoculated at a 
single site near the axil of six or seven leaves and also on the ear shank. At harvest, the ears 
from each block were sorted into two groups based on a visual estimate of the amount of ear 
damage caused by the shank inoculation. The lightly damaged group fi'om the Rif-9A block 
was labeled seed lot AR4 and the heavily damaged group became seed lot AR5. The 
corresponding seed lots from the SS104 block were labeled AS2 and AS3. The ears were 
dried, shelled, and the kernels were sorted by using a Clipper® mill to discard lightweight 
kernels and any kernels smaller than a 16/64-sized mesh sieve. 
In 1993, 6 rows of Golden Bantam were planted at the Plant Introduction farm on 10 June 
with rows spaced 90 cm apart and 8 m in length to produce seed lot GR2. On 20 August, 
each leaf was inoculated with strain Rif-9A on both sides of the midrib near the leaf axil. Ears 
were harvested, dried, shelled, and stored as previously described. 
Naturally infected seed lots. In October 1992, seed lot AN! was harvested from a 
small field plot at the North Central Regional Plant Introduction farm at Ames containing 400 
plants of inbred A632Ht that were invaded by an overwintering population of flea beetles. 
The 2-row plot was planted on 13 May with rows spaced 90 cm apart and 60 m in length. 
Flea beetle feeding was first observed in mid-June. Seed lot LNl (donated by Holden's 
Foundation Seed) originated from a seed production field of inbred LH204 that was described 
as heavily damaged by Stewart's disease early in the growing season. Seed lot LNI was 
cleaned, sized, fungicide-treated, and bagged by the seed company prior to its arrival. Seed 
lots PNl and PN2 both originated from the same production field of an unknown inbred 
(donated by Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc). Seed lot PNl was harvested during the first 
week of September fi-om plants that were not killed by Stewart's disease, and seed lot PN2 
came from plants that were systemically infected and prematurely killed by Stewart's disease. 
Incidence of Seed Infection 
The incidence of infected kernels in each seed lot was determined by using a two-stage 
agar plating procedure for kernels from the Rif-9A-infected seed lots or by single kernel 
ELISA tests (35) for the SS104-infected and the naturally infected seed lots. 
Agar plating assay. Five hundred kernels were sampled from each seed lot, except in 
1991, when 1000 kernels were sampled from seed lots ARl and HR3,1500 kernels from seed 
lot HR2, and 1800 kernels from seed lot AR2. Samples were surface sterilized for two 
minutes in 0.5% sodium hypochlorite, rinsed three times in sterile distilled water, and air dried 
in the laboratory. Kernels were placed with the tip down, at 10 kernels per Petri plate, on soft 
NBY agar (1.2% agar) and incubated for 48 hr at 27°C. After the 48 hr incubation, each 
kernel was removed with a forceps and the tip touched to the agar surface in a Petri plate 
containing the selective medium, NBY-CRN. The NBY-CRN plates had a 3 by 5 grid drawn 
on the underside, so that 20 kernels were sampled per plate. The kernels from which E. 
stewartii colonies developed were counted. The NBY-CRN media prevented growth of all 
bacteria except E. stewartii strain Rif-9A, which facilitated counting the infected kernels. 
ELISA assay. Individual kernels from the SS104-infected and naturally-infected seed 
lots were prepared for ELISA assay by crushing in a flat-bottomed Plattner mortar (Fisher 
Scientific). One hundred kernels were sampled per seed lot. For those seed lots containing 
less than 20% infected kernels, a second set of 100 kernels was tested. The powdered meal 
fi-om each kernel was placed in a 12x75 mm glass test tube containing 2 ml PBS buffer, and 
gently agitated on a platform laboratory shaker for 1 hr. One 100 ul sample from each kernel 
was added to an individual well of a microtiter plate precoated with polyclonal antibodies 
developed by Lamka et al. (35) and adapted for commercial use by Agdia, Inc. of Elkhart, IN. 
Samples were incubated for 2 hr at room temperature or overnight at 4°C. The microtiter 
plates were washed 6 times with PBS-Tween and the enzyme-conjugated monoclonal 
detection antibody was added. After a 2 hr incubation, the microtiter plates were washed 9 
times with PBS-Tween and the substrate was added. The substrate was incubated for 30 
minutes, after which the plates were measured spectrophotometrically at 405 nm. The ELISA 
plate reader was set to zero absorbance by using three samples from healthy kernels as blanks. 
The absorbance value for each test kernel was measured relative to the average of the blanks. 
For the infrequent indistinct sample (i.e. not clearly positive or negative), an absorbance 
greater than or equal to 0.18 was defined as positive. 
Survival of Bacteria in Seed 
Three seed lots were selected to test the ability of E. stewartii strain Rif-9A to survive in 
long term seed storage under refngerated temperatures. Seed lots AR3, AR4, and GRl were 
stored in screw-top glass jars at 5°C and 50% relative humidity. Three hundred kernels from 
each lot were assayed by the two stage agar plating method during May 1993 and an 
additional 2S0 kernels of the same seed lots were assayed 24 months later during May 1995. 
The number of kernels from which E. stewartii colonies developed was counted and the two 
binomial proportions from the sampling dates were compared by calculating a Z-score (39). 
Seed Quality Studies 
Germination of infected versus healthy seed. Eight seed lots were used to compare 
the effect of kernel infection by E. stewartii on germination under greenhouse conditions. The 
objective was to identify infected and non-infected kernels, in a non-destructive manner, and 
to determine the subsequent germination of the same kernels. The seed lots used were; HR3 
(0.7% infected kernels), AR2 (3.6% infected kernels), HR4 (27% infected kernels), GRl 
(40% infected kernels), HR2 (42% infected kernels), AR3 (51% infected kernels), ARl (72% 
infected kernels), and AR5 (67% infected kernels). Kernels from the first seven seed lots 
were assayed for E. j/ewar/zV-infection by the agar plating method used for the single seed 
tests. After each kernel was removed from the NBY agar media, the kernel tip was touched 
to NBY-CRN media, and the kernel was planted into pasteurized soil in an individual cell of a 
72-cell polystyrene Pro-Tray (Hummert Int., Earth City, MO). The location of each kernel on 
the agar media was correlated with its cell in the plastic tray. The trays were placed in the 
greenhouse for 10 days, after which emergence was recorded on a cell-by-cell basis. The 
number of healthy kernels that germinated and the number of E. j/ewatr/H-infected kernels that 
germinated were summarized in 2 x 2 contingency tables (59) and analyzed by a chi-square 
test to assess the impact of E. stewartii infection on germination. 
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The eighth seed lot, ARS (67% infected kernels), was planted directly into plastic trays 
filled with masonry sand without previously identifying which kernels were infected and which 
were healthy. Emergence was counted after 10 days, after which all seedlings and any non-
emerged kernels were dug up, individually washed in running tap water to remove the sand, 
and tested for E. stewartii infection. For these plants, the portion of the seed still attached to 
the roots and stem was assayed by cutting off the roots and the kernel tip with a sterile razor 
blade and pressing the remaining portion of the freshly-cut kernel onto NBY-CRN agar. Non-
emerged kernels were also tested by excising the kernel tip and pressing the cut surface onto 
NBY-CRN agar. 
Chi-square analysis of germination data. In the 2 x 2 contingency table (Table 1), the 
letters "a", "b", "c", and "d" were replaced by the actual germination counts from each seed 
lot. The expected values for each cell were calculated by multiplying the corresponding 
column and row totals and dividing by the total number of seeds, or "n". For example, the 
expected value for cell "a" was (a+c)(a+b)/n. 
Table 1. Chi-square 2x2 contingency table and formulas. 
Seed infection Emerged Not emerged Total 
Infected a b a+b 
Healthy c d c+d 
Total a+c b+d a+b+c+d = n 
degrees of freedom = (rows-l)(columns-l) = 1 
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Equation 1, taken from Snedecor and Cochran (59), was used to calculate the chi-square 
value for the 2 x 2 contingency table. A probability (P) value was obtained by substituting the 
chi-square value from Equation 1 into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. The P value was then 
used to test the goodness of fit between the observed and theoretical frequency distributions. 
The null hypothesis was that there was no difference in emergence between infected and 
healthy kernels. 
J n(^id-b<^-n/2f 
X (correctedJbr con,m«V) - (Efl'-lio" D 
When seed lots were tested more than one time, the data were pooled over all trials if the data 
passed the chi-square test for homogeneity of ratio, according to the method described by 
Gomez and Gomez (25). Chi-squares were calculated for each trial separately and then an 
overall , called , was calculated for the pooled data (25). The test for homogeneity of 
ratio consisted of adding the values from the individual trials to get a sum, called xl, where 
"s" was the number of trials. The difference between xl and Xt called the chi-square 
value for additivity (Equation 2), as shown by Gomez and Gomez (25). 
Chi-square value for additivity: X^d ~ X^s' Xr (Equation 2) 
The X^D value was compared to a tabular x^ value (25) with (s-1) degrees of freedom. 
liX^D greater than the tabular x^ value, the data were considered to be too variable to be 
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pooled. If thejlTo value was less than or equal to the tabular value at the desired level of 
significance, the individual trials were pooled. The value was used to test the null 
hypothesis of no difference in emergence between infected and non-infected seed with "s" 
degrees of freedom. 
Relationship Between Leaf Infection and Seed Infection 
Single hybrid with multiple disease levels. In 1992, a one acre planting of hybrid B73 
X KS4 was surveyed to select plants that had different disease severity levels on the leaves. 
Ten to 1S plants were selected in each of 6 disease severity classes based on the percentage 
leaf area killed; trace, 5, 10,25, 35, and 50% or more. The percentage of diseased leaf tissue 
was estimated by visually examining four leaves; the ear leaf, one leaf above and two leaves 
below the ear. Leaf damage was rated on 1 September and ears were harvested on 15 
September. The ears were dried and the seed was stored at 5°C and 50% relative humidity. 
The incidence of E. stewartii-infccted seed in each seed lot was estimated by testing 500-
kemel samples by bulk ELISA and interpreting the results with maximum likelihood statistics. 
The 500-kemel samples were divided into 10 subsamples of 50 kernels each. The 50-kemel 
subsamples were placed in 60 ml of PBS-Tween, comminuted in a Waring blender for 1 
minute, and allowed to soak for 1 hr. Two 100 ul aliquots per subsample were loaded into 
replicate wells of a precoated microliter plate and the preceding ELISA test protocol was 
followed. The fr-equency of E. stewarlii-inCected seed was obtained by calculating, with 
maximum likelihood statistics, a "most probable value" based on the results of the ELISA 
tests (8, 17). Of the 10 subsamples, the number of samples that gave a positive signal, (i.e. 
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contained one or more infected kernels), and the number of samples that were negative were 
substituted into the maximum likelihood equation together with the number of kernels per 
subsample, in this case SO. The maximum likelihood approach uses the preceding information 
to calculate the incidence of infected seed that would best explain the test results. 
Clark (11) published an algebraic equation that is also suitable for calculating the 
frequency of infected kernels in a seed lot by testing bulk samples, but did not show how the 
equation was derived. Although Clark's equation calculates exactly the same frequency of 
infected seeds as does the maximum likelihood approach, it does not provide an associated 
standard error of the frequency estimate. 
The maximum likelihood approach is a modification of the "most probable number" 
technique that has been used to estimate bacterial populations in liquids (13, 67) and also to 
estimate the percentage of bean seeds in a seed lot that were infected by Pseudomonas 
syringae pw. phaseolicola (Burkholder) Young et al. (68). The feasibility of bulk sampling 
methods depends entirely on their ability to detect a single infected seed in the bulk sample. 
Only one kernel in a sub-sample needs to be infected to render the sample positive, but at least 
one of the subsamples must be negative to calculate an estimate of the percentage seed 
infection. For example, if a 2S0 seed sample were subdivided into ten 25-kemel subsamples, 
an estimated infection percentage could be obtained if up to 9 of the subsamples are positive, 
but not if all ten were positive. Maximum likelihood tables of estimated seed infection 
percentages were calculated in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet for many combinations of bulk 
sample and subsample sizes (Appendix tables Al 1 to A18). With these tables, obtaining an 
estimate of the percentage seed infection was simply a matter of looking up the value 
corresponding to the number of positive and negative subsamples. Single kernel ELISA tests 
of ISO kernels were done for the 25, 3S, and S0% disease severity groups to compare kernel 
infection incidences from the bulk ELISA method with results from single seed ELISA tests. 
Single kernel assays were conducted by the same methods described previously. 
Other naturally infected seed lots. On 1 September 1990, ears were harvested fi^om 
single-row plots of 23 naturally infected maize plant introductions (Pis) and 2 hybrids, LHl 19 
X LHSl and LH39 x A632, used as check varieties at Crawfordsville in southeastern Iowa. 
The plots were S m in length, spaced 76 cm apart, and contained IS to 20 plants. Ears were 
harvested from 8 to 10 plants per plot, but only from plants that had 25% or more of the leaf 
area killed because of E. stewartii infection. Leaf damage was rated by a visual estimate of 
the total amount of disease on 4 leaves; the ear leaf, one leaf above and two leaves below the 
ear. The incidence of infected kernels in each seed lot was estimated by bulk ELISA tests of 
250 kernels. Bulk samples were divided into 5 sets of 50 subsamples and processed by the 
method described previously. 
In 1992, seed samples were collected fi'om 48 naturally infected Pis in a com breeding 
nursery at the North Central Regional Plant Introduction farm at Ames, from small plots of 
hybrid B73 x Mo 17 and inbred N28, and from Jubilee sweet com in the border rows. The Pis 
represented a variety of genotypes including flint, dent, flour, sweet, and popcorns. Plots 
consisted of 2 rows, 8 m in length, and spaced 90 cm apart, with 20 to 25 plants per row. 
Each plot was evaluated during the first week of September 1992 for the percentage of leaf 
damage caused by Stewart's disease. Leaf damage was visually estimated as previously 
described, but the plot was given an overall average rating because the disease level was quite 
uniform from plant to plant. Each genotype was classified into one of six groups based on the 
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percentage of leaf damage: 1 to 2, 10 to 15,25, 35, 50, or greater than 75%. About 20 ears 
were harvested from each plot and the seed was bulked after drying and shelling. 
In 1992, two changes were made in the bulk ELISA sample preparation procedure. 
Samples consisting of 150 kernels were divided into 6 subsamples of 25 kernels each and 
prepared for ELISA analysis by dry grinding for 60 sec in a Stein laboratory mill followed by 
soaking the powdered sample in PBS-Tween for 2 hours. Dry grinding was convenient and 
did not affect detection of £. stewcwtii by ELISA. The fi'equency of seed infection was 
estimated by the maximum likelihood method. If the kernel infection frequency in a seed lot 
could not be estimated from the 25 kernel subsamples because all of the subsamples were 
positive, the seed lots were retested using 10 sets of 10 kernels or by individual kernel tests. 
Seed Transmission Studies 
Stem printing procedure. Stem printing was used to identify plants that had been 
successflilly invaded by Erwinia stewartii during seedling germination. The culm, hereafter 
referred to as the stem, was cut off with a sterile scalpel about 2 to 3 cm above the soil. The 
base of the stem was squeezed to express sap, and the cut section of the stem was pressed 
onto agar media. Each stem print was carefully positioned over a single square of a 5 x 5 grid 
drawn on the underside of the Petri plate. Some larger plants with stiff stalks, up to the 12-
leaf stage, were also tested. These plants were cut with a sterile knife, instead of a scalpel, 
and stem printed onto plates with a 3 x 5 grid. Plants derived from Rif-9A-infected seed lots 
were printed onto NBY-CRN agar while those plants from SS104-infected or naturally 
infected seed lots were printed onto NBY agar. The plates were incubated at 28°C and 
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visually examined for colonies resembling E. siewartii after both 24 and 48 hrs. 
All suspected E. siewartii colonies were sub-cultured onto fresh media and their identity 
was confirmed by ELISA and plant injection. Every yellow bacterial colony on NBY media 
was sub-cultured and further characterized by ELISA or plant injection. Representative 
samples of all types of non-yellow bacteria growing on the NBY media were also regularly 
sub-cultured and tested by ELISA or plant injection. 
Sensitivity of the stem printing assay. Two hundred greenhouse-grown plants of 
inbred A632Ht were inoculated at the two-leaf growth stage with strain Rjf-9A by basal stem 
injection using a tuberculin syringe. After 8 days, each plant was cut and stem-printed onto 
both NBY agar and NBY-CRN agar to compare the efficiency of recovery of E. siewartii on 
each media. The procedure was repeated using 200 inoculated seedlings from seed lot PNl. 
Greenhouse and field sampling methods. Stem printing was used for all seed 
transmission grow-out assays, with two exceptions. In 1990, field-grown seedlings were 
collected and assayed by plating stem cross-sections of stem tissue onto NBY-CRN media. In 
1992, 470 field-grown seedlings from an SS104-infected seed lot, ASl (70% infected kernels) 
were tested by ELISA of stem cross-sections. The original plan was to test the plants grown 
from Rif-9A infected seed on NBY-CRN agar and the plants grown from SS104-infected or 
naturally infected seed by ELISA. Preparing samples for ELISA analysis was found to be too 
time-consuming to permit testing thousands of seedlings, so the plan was revised to employ 
stem printing for all seed-to-seedling transmission assays. Because a selective medium could 
not be used for plants derived from SS104-infected or naturally infected seed, these grow-out 
tests were conducted in the greenhouse where splashing soil onto the stem was less of a 
problem. Surface sterilizing the stems of field-grown plants from Rif-9A infested seed lots 
was found to be unnecessary because of the inhibitory nature of the NBY-CRN medium. 
Field-grown plants were tested at growth stages ran^ng from the 3-leaf to the 12-leaf 
stage. Plants were uprooted and washed with a water spray to remove soil from the roots. 
Each plant was then cut with a sterile scalpel and stem-printed. 
For the greenhouse grow-out tests, kernels were planted in 31 x SI x 6 cm plastic flats 
with 250 kernels planted per flat. The plastic flats were filled with a pasteurized soil mix 
consisting of one part Perlite, one part peat moss, and one-half part field soil. The room 
temperature was maintained at 23-26°C during the day and 21°C at night. Seedlings were 
assayed by stem-printing at the 3-4 leaf stage. 
Field grow-out tests for seed transmission. 
1990 field grow-out test. Forty-one rows of seed lot HRl were planted at Ames on 
2 July 1990 with an average of 15-20 kernels per row. Each row contained a portion of the 
seed removed from a single ear from a greenhouse-inoculated plant. After 30 days, 390 plants 
were collected and assayed by plating cross-sections of stem tissue onto NBY-CRN agar. In 
addition, small pieces of stem tissue were surface sterilized in 0.5% NaOCl for 60 seconds and 
rinsed twice in sterile distilled water. The tissue pieces were crushed in 1 ml of sterile 
deionized water and diluted aliquots were plated onto NBY agar. Suspected positive colonies 
were checked for gram stain, motility, and anaerobic growth. 
1991 field tzrow-out tests. The 1991 grow-out test had two objectives. The primary 
objective was to evaluate seed-to-seedling transmission, and a secondary goal was to evaluate 
the effect of Agronet® horticultural row cover on emergence. The netting was used to 
protect seedlings fi'om early season flea beetles, but could affect germination if it trapped 
sufficient heat to warm the soil. The experiment was arranged as a split plot design with 
netting, covered or not covered, as whole plots and replications nested within netting. Each 
of the four replications contained seven seed lots arranged in a completely randomized design. 
The experiment was repeated on two date, 24 May and 6 June 1991. 
The plots were 18 meters long with 400 seed per row. Rows were planted on 4S cm 
centers so that three rows were spaced in a 90 cm width. The non-covered plots were 
sprayed weekly with Sevin® insecticide, though no flea beetles were found. Wire hoops were 
shaped from 2.0 m lengths of No. 9 galvanized wire and were placed every 2 .S meters along 
the long dimension of the covered plots to support the mesh fabric. The wire hoops were 
pushed into the ground to span 120 cm and to provide 30-45 cm of vertical clearance between 
the plants and the center of the netting. Agronet mesh was draped over the hoops and the 
fabric was anchored along the edges with soil. 
Seven seed lots were planted; five that were harvested from infected plants and two from 
non-infected plants of A632Ht and HPC. Two entries, HPC-R and HPC-S, were harvested in 
September 1990 from inoculated plants in a field plot consisting of 20 rows of HPC sweet 
com, 8 m in length and 90 cm apart. All leaves on each plant in the first 10 rows were 
pinprick-inoculated at anthesis with E. stewartii strain Rif-9A to produce seed lot HPC-R. 
The second 10 rows were inoculated in the same manner with E. stewartii strain SSI04 to 
produce seed lot HPC-S. The amount of leaf damage caused by Stewart's disease reached 
about 25% when rated one week prior to harvest, but no infected kernels were detected from 
either seed lot by bulk ELISA tests of ten SO-kemel samples. A third entry, LH39 x A632, 
was harvested from naturally infected plants at Crawfordsville, IA in 1990, again with about 
25% of the leaf tissue killed by Stewart's disease, but no infected kernels were detected by 
bulk ELISA tests of ten 50-kemels samples. Therefore, of the seven seed lots, only two were 
definitely known to be infected, ARl (72% infected kernels) and HR2 (42% infected kernels), 
both produced from a 1990-91 winter greenhouse increase. 
The grow-out plots were inspected every two days for plants showing symptom of wilting, 
yellowing, graying, or browning of the leaf tissue. In 1991, only seedlings showing symptoms 
were assayed, but in the in the following years, all plants were assayed. 
Stand counts were totaled for each plot after 14 days and the percentage emergence was 
calculated by dividing the total number of plants per plot by the number of kernels planted. 
Emergence percentages were transformed to arcsine values and an analysis of variance was 
performed to test for any effect of the netting on emergence. The analysis of variance was 
performed using PC-SAS version 6.10 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). 
1992 field prow-out tests. Three recently harvested greenhouse-grown seed lots 
were planted in field grow-out trials in 1992, AR3 (51% infected kernels), HR4 (27% infected 
kernels), and ASl (70% infected kernels). Plot size and row spacing were the same as in 
1991, but all plots were covered with netting. The first of two plantings was made on 8 June 
and consisted of 15 plots of AR3, 8 plots of HR4 and 10 plots of ASl arranged in a 
completely randomized design. A second planting was made on 18 June with 14 plots of 
AR3, 7 plots of HR4, and 6 plots of ASl. Plots containing plants originating from seed of 
Rif-9A infected plants were tested by stem printing onto NBY-CRN agar. Stem prints from 
seed lot ASl were made on NBY agar, but the plates were excessively contaminated by 
bacteria and flingi, probably present in soil that was splashed into the leaf whorls. These plots 
were not tested further except for 470 plants collected and assayed by ELISA. 
1993 field |grow-out tests. All four seed lots planted in the field in 1993 were 
derived from plants inoculated with strain Rif-9A. Two seed lots were from 1992 fall-
harvested seed, AR4 (37% infected kernels) and AR5 (67% infected kernels), and two were 
from 1993 spring greenhouse-inoculated plants, BRl (20% infected kernels) and GRl (40% 
infected kernels). Each plot consisted of two rows, 9 m long and 1 m apart, with 200 kernels 
per row. Plots were arranged in a completely randomized design. The first planting was 
made on 11 June and consisted of 9 plots of GRl, S plots of BRl, 12 plots of AR4, and 10 
plots of AR5. A second planting was made on 21 July with 7 plots of GRl, 10 plots of AR4, 
and IS plots of AR5. There was insufficient seed of lot BRl for two plantings. Plants from 
one row in each plot were collected for stem-printing when they reached the 6-leaf growth 
stage. The second row was tested after the plants reached the 12-leaf growth stage. 
Greenhouse grow-out tests for seed transmission. 
Greenhouse grow-out tests from seed infected with strain Rif-9A. All seed lots in 
the greenhouse tests were planted in 31 x 51 x 6 cm plastic flats containing about 250 kernels 
per flat. Seedlings from the Rif-9A infected seed lots were assayed by stem printing onto 
NBY-CRN. In April 1990, 480 freshly harvested kernels of HRl (14% infected kernels) were 
planted. Seed lots AR4 (37% infected kernels) and AR5 (67% infected kernels) were tested 
twice, with 2000 kernels of each lot planted 4 months after harvest and 1100 kernels planted 
after 13 months. Seed lots BRl (26% infected kernels) and GRI (40% infected kernels) were 
tested 8 months after harvest with 500 and 750 kernels planted, respectively. Seed lot GR2 
(0.8% infected kernels) was tested after 6 months when 2000 kernels were planted. 
Greenhouse grow-out tests from seed infected with strain SSI04. All seedlings from 
the SS104-infected seed lots were tested by stem printing onto NBY agar. Seed lots were 
planted in the same manner described for the Rif-9A seed lots. Seed lots HSl (21% infected 
kernels) and ASl (70% infected kernels) were tested 2 months after harvest with 250 and 500 
kernels planted, respectively. Seed lot AS2 (48% infected kernels) was tested at 3 months, 6 
months, and 13 months after harvest with 2500, 2000, and 1000 kernels planted, respectively. 
Seed lot AS3 (62% infected kernels) was tested at 3 months, 6 months, 13 months, and 18 
months following harvest with 2500, 1500, 1500, and 2000 kernels planted, respectively. 
Greenhouse grow-out tests from naturallv infected seed. Seed lot LNl (3.5% 
infected kernels) was tested at 1 month and 18 months after harvest using 1000 and 2000 
kernels, respectively. Seed lot ANl (10% infected kernels) was tested at 3 months, 18 
months, and 39 months following harvest with 2500, 2500, and 16000 kernels planted, 
respectively. The seed lots PNl (9% infected kernels) and PN2 (35% infected kernels) were 
the same genotype, differing only in incidence of infected kernels. PNl was tested at 6 
months, 13 months, 16 months, and 39 months with 2000, 1200, 2400, and 3600 kernels 
planted, respectively. PN2 was tested at 6 months, 13 months, and 16 months with 2500, 
1200, and 2400 kernels planted, respectively. 
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Statistical Estimation of Rates of Seed Transmission 
Seed transmission can occur only from kernels that are contaminated with E. stewartii, but 
infected and non-infected kernels could not be separated in a routine manner prior to planting, 
so all seedlings were tested by stem-printing. It was necessary to estimate the total number of 
seedlings derived from the infected kernels. This estimate was called the number of potential 
ES-positive samples, and was obtained by multiplying the total number of plants by the 
percentage of infected kernels that was previously determined for each seed lot. The actual 
number of ES-positive samples were the number of positive cases of seed-to-seedling 
transmission detected by stem-printing. The estimated rate of seed transmission was then 
calculated as the actual ES-positive samples divided by the potential ES-positive samples. 
The rate of seed transmission is a ratio that changes with each additional plant tested. For 
any given number of plants tested, however, a "true" rate can be estimated within a desired 
confidence interval by using a probability formula based on the Poisson distribution (14, 27). 
The confidence interval is one sided, with a lower boundary of zero, indicating no seed 
transmission. Of particular interest was the maximum likely rate of seed transmission, or the 
upper confidence limit, that could be expected from a particular seed lot. Upper confidence 
limits were calculated by the method described by Couey and Chew (14) for determining 
confidence limits in insect quarantine research. 
Sampling for Seed Health Tests 
Seed sampling tables were created to assist in determining the minimum number of kernels 
required for a seed health assay, at a desired level of confidence, in a zero tolerance situation. 
These equations were used to calculate the optimum number of seeds to test, where detecting 
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one infected seed was sufficient to reject a seed lot. Sampling tables were calculated from 
both the binomial and Poisson probability distributions. 
The first sampling scheme was based on the binomial probability distribution (39). In a 
zero tolerance situation, a seed lot would be accepted if no infected kernels were detected in 
the sample. For zero infected kernels, the binomial distribution is reduced to the expression 
shown in Equation 3 where n = sample size, p = the proportion of infected kernels, and Pe = 
the probability of erroneously accepting a contaminated lot. 
Pe = (l-p)" or n = logPe/log(l-p) (Equation 3) 
When the proportion of infected kernels becomes veiy small, from 0.0001 to 0.01, and 
"n" is large, so that np ^ 5, the Poisson distribution is often substituted for the binomial (39). 
The value (l-p)" is closely approximated by e"^, where "e" is the base of the natural 
logarithm or 2.71828. By substituting e"^ for (l-p)". Equation 3 becomes Pe = e"^. Sample 
sizes calculated with the Poisson equation were compared to those derived from the binomial 
equation. If a zero tolerance is set, an associated confidence level must be defined because a 
value for "p" greater than zero must be used in the equations. For example, if one wanted to 
be 99% confident that the proportion of infected seed in a seed lot was less than 1 in 10000, 
"p" would equal 0.0001. 
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RESULTS 
Stability of the Rifampicin and Nalidixic Acid Resistance Trait 
No significant change was observed in the genetic makeup of strain Rif-9A, whether the 
isolate was repeatedly subcultured onto fresh plates of a non-selective agar medium or grown 
for 2 weeks in com plants. The post-treatment populations were essentially identical on NBY 
and NBY-CRN, indicating that the rifampicin and nalidixic acid resistance was genetically 
stable over multiple generations (Table 2). 
Table 2. Analysis of the effect of culturing strain Rif-9A on a non-selective agar medium or in 
com plants on the genetic stability of the rifampicin and nalidixic acid resistance trait. 
Original growth 
substrate 
Test agar 
medium 
Mean population Logio population 
± Std. Error 
p>F« 
NBY 1.20 X 10* CFU/ml ^ 8.08 ± 0.022 
NBY agar " 0.38 
NBY-CRN'^ 1.18xlO®CFU/ml 8.0710.018 
NBY 1.62xl0''CFU/cm^® 7.21± 0.059 
f Com plant 0.84 
NBY-CRN 1.62xl0''CFU/cm^ 7.21 ± 0.056 
^ The P value indicates the probability that the observed difference in the populations was due 
to chance. All P values were non-significant. 
^ Average of six separately maintained cultures of Rif-9A with 4 plates/culture. 
® Bacteria were transferred every 2 days onto fresh plates of NBY agar for 4 transfers. 
^ NBY amended with 50 mg/1 cycloheximide, 50 mg/1 rifampicin and 25 mg/1 nalidixic acid. 
® Average of 20 plants with 2 plates/plant. 
r 
Bacteria were inoculated into com plants and re-isolated 14 days later. 
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Seed Lots and Incidence of Seed Infection 
The 20 seed lots used in the seed transmission study were derived from six susceptible 
genotypes that varied with bacterial strain, production location, and production year (Table 
3). Twelve seed lots were derived from plants inoculated with strain Rif-9A (6 sweet and 6 
dent corns), 4 seed lots from plants inoculated with strain SSI04 (1 sweet and 3 dent corns), 
and 4 seed lots from naturally infected plants (dent corns). The percentages of infected 
kernels ranged from 0.7 to 72% in the Rif-9A infected seed lots, from 21 to 70% in the SSI04 
infected seed lots, and from 3.S to 35% in the naturally infected seed lots. Except for seed lot 
PN2 (35% infected kernels), the naturally infected seed lots had 10% or fewer infected 
kernels. There were no obvious differences in cultivar susceptibility or in the percentage of 
infected kernels that developed in the sweet com cultivars. Hybrid Pride of Canada and 
Golden Bantam, versus the dent com cultivars, A632Ht and B14A. 
Survival of Bacteria in Seed 
Medium term storage (24 months) of 3 seed lots under refrigerated conditions at 5°C did 
not eliminate the pathogen from the kernels. The Z-scores and corresponding P values in 
Table 4 indicate that there was no significant difference in the incidence of infected kemels 
between the first and second sampling dates, for any of the three seed lots tested. These data 
suggest that E. stewariii does not readily die out under refrigerated storage and also that the 
potential for seed transmission, as defined by the presence of infected kemels in a particular 
seed sample, should be just as likely from seed that was up to two years old as from freshly 
harvested seed. 
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Table 3. Seed lots produced and percentages of E. stewartii-wSodeA kernels as determined 
from single kernel assays via agar plating or ELISA. 
Seed lot" Seed Seed 
production production 
year location 
Bacterial 
strain 
Kernel assay 
method 
Number of 
kernels tested 
Number of 
infected 
kernels 
Infected 
kernels 
(%) 
HRl 1990 greenhouse Rif-9A Agar 500 70 14 
HR2 1991 greenhouse Rif-9A Agar 1500 630 42 
HR3 1991 field Rif-9A Agar 1000 7 0.7 
HR4 1992 greenhouse Rif-9A Agar 500 135 27 
HSl 1992 greenhouse SS104 ELISA 100 21 21 
ARl 1991 greenhouse Rif-9A Agar 1000 720 72 
AR2 1991 field Rif-9A Agar 1800 65 3.6 
AR3 1992 greenhouse Rif-9A Agar 500 255 51 
AR4 1992 field Rif-9A Agar 500 185 37 
AR5 1992 field Rif-9A Agar 500 335 67 
ASl 1992 greenhouse SS104 ELISA 100 70 70 
AS2 1992 field SS104 ELISA 100 48 48 
AS3 1992 field SS104 ELISA 100 70 70 
ANl 1992 field natural ELISA 200 20 10 
BRl 1993 greenhouse Rif-9A Agar 500 130 26 
GRl 1993 greenhouse Rif-9A Agar 500 200 40 
GR2 1993 field Rif-9A Agar 500 4 0.8 
LNl 1992 field natural ELISA 200 7 3.5 
PNl 1992 field natural ELISA 200 18 9 
PN2 1992 field natural ELISA 100 35 35 
® Lot codes are arranged as Genotype; Bacterial strain; Seed lot within production year. 
Genotypes: H = Hybrid Pride of Canada sweet com 
A = inbred A632Ht 
B = inbred B14A 
G = Bumell's Golden Bantam open pollinated sweet com 
L = inbred LH204 donated by Holden's Foundation seed, Williamsburg, lA 
P = inbred donated by Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc., Johnston, IA 
Bacterial strain: R = rifampicin/nalidixic acid resistant E. stewartii strain Rif-9A 
S = wild-type E. stewartii strain SS104 
N = naturally infected via flea beetle vectors 
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Table 4. Effect of storage for 24 months at 5°C on survival and recovery of E. stewartii 
strain Rif-9A from individual kernels of 3 maize seed lots. 
Seed lot Infected kernels % Z-score^ P value*^ 
Mav 1993 " Mav 1995 ** 
AR3 37.3 34.0 0.80 0.42 NS 
AR4 67.0 66.0 0.25 0.80 NS 
GRl 39.7 39.2 0.12 0.90 NS 
a •  ^ - — I I I  I  I I  I  I  •  I I .  
300 kernels assayed by agar plating. 
^ 250 kernels assayed by agar plating. 
^ Z-scores were calculated to con[q)are the proportions of infected kernels fn>m each sample date. 
^ The P value indicates the probability that the observed difference in the percentages of infected 
kernels was due to chance. All P values were non-significant. 
Seed Quality Studies 
Germination of infected versus healthy seed. No difference in germination of infected 
and non-infected seeds was observed for the 0.7%, 3.6%, 27%, or 40% E. 5/eH'ar//Mnfection 
seed lots as indicated by the P values of0.856,0.986, 0.273, and 0.823, respectively (Table 
5). Greenhouse germination percentages in those four seed lots were at least 86% from both 
the healthy and infected kernels. Seed lot HR2 (42% infected kernels) had a P value of 0.109, 
slightly above the S% significance level, but a result that would be significant at approximately 
the 10% level (Table 5). Results for HR2 were opposite of what was expected in that the 
infected kernels germinated better than the non-infected kernels. This was one of two cases 
where the infected kernels germinated better than the non-infected kernels; the second case 
was during the tWrd grow-out of seed lot AR5. 
Seed lots AR3 (51% infected kernels) and ARl (72% infected kernels), showed a highly 
significant reduction in the emergence percentage of the infected kernels, as indicated by 
values of P = 0.0013 for AR3 and P = 0.0000 for ARl. Only the most shriveled kernels were 
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removed from these seed lots prior to planting, so the percentage of severely damaged kernels 
was high. The infected kernels emerged at only 46% for seed lot AR3, compared with 63% 
emergence of the healthy kernels. The resuhs were similar for seed lot ARl with 45% 
emergence of the infected kernels and 66% emergence of the healthy kernels. The data 
suggest that considerable kernel infection, up to 40%, can be tolerated with no detrimental 
effect on germination, at least under greenhouse conditions. 
Table S. Summary of 2x2 chi-square tests comparing the germination of healthy seed with 
the germination of seed infected by E. stewartii. 
Seed lot Seed 
infection 
(%) 
Average % 
emergence of 
healthy seed 
Average % 
emergence of 
infected seed 
Chi-square 
value 
d.f" P value^ 
HR3 0.7 86 88 0.31 2 0.856 
AR2 3.6 87 86 0.03 2 0.986 
HR4 27 89 95 1.20 1 0.273 
GRl 40 87 87 0.05 1 0.823 
HR2 42 76 83 6.05 3 0.109 
AR3 51 63 46 13.22 1 0.0013** 
ARl 72 66 45 35.60 2 0.0000** 
AR5 (1)' 67 58 54 0.47 1 0.49 
AR5 (2) 67 74 58 11.44 1 0.0007^** 
AR5 (3) 67 54 73 10.46 1 0.0012®** 
" Degrees of freedom equal the number of times the seed lot was tested. 
^ The P value indicates the probability that the observed difference in germination between 
infected and non-infected kernels was due to chance. 
Data from the three trials of AR5 were too variable to be pooled. 
^ Emergence of infected kernels was significantly worse than the healthy seed. 
^ Emergence of infected kernels was significantly better than the healthy seed. 
** Highly significant at P « 0.001. 
Test results from seed lot AR5 (67% infected kernels) were inconclusive because of the 
widely variable results obtained in the three trials. Instead of testing percentage of infected 
kernels before planting, the kernels were planted into sand and assayed later. Assays of the 
exhumed kernels yielded infection percentages of only 22.6%, 23.8%, and 17.1% in three 
trials, instead of the 67% determined by agar assay (Table 3). Data from the three trials were 
not pooled because of non-homogeneity of variance. In the first test of ARS, no difference in 
germination of healthy versus infected kernels was observed. In the second trial, the infected 
kernels had significantly lower emergence than the healthy kernels. In the third trial, the 
infected kernels emerged significantly better than the healthy kernels. There was an inability 
to consistently detect the pathogen in the exhumed kernels. Incubating the kernels on agar, as 
done for the first 7 seed lots, might have served as an enrichment step for E. siewariii. Many 
of the kernels from the sand study were colonized by Fusarium moniliforme Sheld. or by 
Rfiizopus stolonifer (Ehrenb.) Vuillemin. Rhizopus stolonifer grew reasonably well on the 
NBY-CRN media and may have concealed some of the E. stewartii colonies. 
Relationship Between Leaflnfection and Seed Infection 
Single hybrid with multiple disease levels. No seed infection was detected by bulk 
ELISA of seed samples collected from plants of hybrid B73 x KS4 with trace, 5, or 10% of 
the leaf area showing disease symptoms (Table 6). The estimated incidence of infected seed 
was low in the 3 higher disease severity classes with 0.2%, 0.7%, and 1.8% in the 25, 35, and 
50% classes, respectively. The individual kernel ELISA tests yielded seed infection 
percentages of 0.75%, 2%, and 4% for the 25, 35, and 50% classes, respectively. The single 
kernel assays appeared to give consistently higher estimates than the percentages obtained via 
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the bulk seed estimate. However, because fewer kernels were assayed, the 9S% confidence 
intervals for the single kernel tests were fairly wide and consistently overlapped those of the 
bulk tests. The confidence intervals for the single kernel tests were obtained from binomial 
limit tables (59) and were not symmetrical around the mean, as they would be if calculated 
using standard equations fi'om the normal distribution (59). 
Table 6. Relationship of severity of leaf infection to seed infection as determined by ELISA 
of bulk samples and single kernel assays of B73 x KS4. 
Leaf area diseased (%) Bulk seed assay Single kernel assay 
Number of positive 50 
seed samples (of 10) 
Seed infectim estimate 
(%)and 95%C.I." 
% infected seeds and 
95%C. I.*' 
Trace 0 0 not tested 
5 0 0 not tested 
10 0 0 not tested 
25 1 0.2% ± 0.13 0.7% (0.013-3.6) 
35 3 0.7%+ 0.25 2.0% (0.4 - 5.7) 
50 6 1.8% ± 0.50 4.0% (1.5-8.4) 
° Seed infecticm percentages and confidence limits were calculated by the maximum likelihood method. 
^ Percentage of 150 kernels tested. Confidence intervals were obtained frcnn binomial tables (59). 
Other naturally infected seed lots. Examination of 77 additional genotypes by bulk 
ELISA yielded results comparable to those obtained from the single hybrid study. Little or no 
kernel infection was observed until substantial levels of leaf disease were present (Table 7). 
Fifty-nine of the 77 seed lots, or 77%, had no detectable kernel infection, including 4 seed lots 
from plants with more than 50% diseased leaf tissue. No kernel infection was observed 
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among any of the 5 seed lots in the 1-2% disease severity class or among the 9 seed lots in the 
10-15% disease severity class. The genotypes in the 1-2% severity class had snudl leaf lesions 
and showed no ^mnptoms of systemic infection. Infected kernels were detected in only 2 of 
31 seed lots from the 25% disease severity class. In both of those seed lots, the estimated 
incidence of infected kernels was between 0.5 and 1%. Seed infection levels did not 5% for 
any seed lot until leaf disease severity was 50% or greater. Three seed lots had more than 5% 
infected kernels; PI 255977 (Golden Bantam sweet com) with 6.7% infected kernels, inbred 
A632Ht with 10% infected kernels, and PI 483087 (Mohawk Round Nose flour com) with 
11.4% infected kernels (Appendix table Al). 
Table 7. Number of seed lots identified in each of six leaf disease severity groups as related 
to the incidence of E. stewartii-ir^ocXeA kernels at harvest. 
Seed infection category" 
Leaf area 0% 0.5 - 1% 1.1-2.5% 2.6 - 5% 6 - 10% >10% Total # of 
killed (%) incidence incidence incidence incidence incidence incidence genotypes 
1-2 5 0 0 0 0 0 5 
10-15 9 0 0 0 0 0 9 
25 29 2 0 0 0 0 31 
35 12 2 2 0 0 0 16 
50 3 0 0 2 2 0 7 
75 1 4 1 2 0 1 9 
Total 59 8 3 4 2 1 77 
° The incidence of seed infection for each genotype was calculated by the maximum likelihood 
method, using the number of positive and negative subsamples detected via bulk ELISA analysis. 
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Seed Transmission Studies 
Effect of horticultural row cover netting on germination. The use of a horticultural 
row cover as a protective netting had no effect on the emergence in the covered plots when 
compared with the non-covered plots (Table 8). Emergence data from the two planting dates 
in 1991 were pooled into a single analysis of variance after a comparison of error variances for 
the individual dates showed that they were homogeneous. The individual seed lots varied 
greatly in quality, and therefore exhibited wide variations in emergence percentages. There 
was no seed lot by netting interaction, indicating that germination of the individual seed lots 
was not affected by the row covering. The use of netting over the grow-out plots proved to 
be unnecessary in 1991 and 1993 because no flea beetles were observed until late August. 
The winter of 1991 was mild and a few beetles were observed in July of 1992, but all of the 
1992 field plots were under protective netting. 
Table 8. Analysis of variance for the effect of row cover netting on seedling emergence. 
Source" df Mean sq. F value P > F  
Netting 1 26.40 0.58 0.46 
Replications (netting) Error a 14 45.76 2.37 0.008 
Seed lots 6 1681.22 86.93 0.0001 
Seed lots x netting 6 4.93 0.25 0.956 
Seed lots x reps (netting) Error b 84 19.34 
Corrected total 111 
The experiment was analyzed as a split plot design with netting as the whole plot treatment. 
Replications were nested within netting and seven seed lots were assigned per replication. 
Replications (netting) was used as the error teim to test the effect of netting. The analysis of two 
planting dates was combined. 
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Sensitivity of the stem printing assay. Recovery of isolate Rif-9A from inoculated 
plants was 98.5% efficient on NBY-CRN agar, as compared with 52% recovery from the 
same plants when printed on plain NBY agar (Table 9). On NBY-CRN, every positive print 
yielded a pure culture of E. stewartii, but on NBY many of the prints yielded bacteria other 
than E. stewartii, most frequently E. herbicola. With nearly 100% recovery on NBY-CRN, 
the ability to detect events of seed-to-seedling transmission from the Rif-9A infected seed lots 
was extremely high. For the plants that were printed onto NBY instead of NBY-CRN, events 
of seed-to-seedling transmission were likely to be detected about 50% of the time. 
Table 9. Stem-printing sensitivity on two different agar media as measured by the efficiency 
of recovery of Erwinia stewartii isolate Rif-9A from syringe-inoculated seedlings. 
Agar medium Number of plants Number of positive Recovery efficiency 
tested* plants (%) 
NBY-CRN 400 394 98.5 
NBY 400 208 52.0 
" 200 plants of A632Ht and 200 plants of PNl were tested 8 days afrer basal culm injection. 
Field grow-out tests of seed harvestedfrom artificially inoculated plants. In field 
grow-out tests of 10 seed lots from 1990 to 1993, seed transmission was detected from 4 of 
the 10 seed lots. All four seed lots had more than 35% incidence of infected kernels (Table 
10). A total of24,467 plants were tested, of which 11,285 were estimated to be potential ES-
positive plants. Sixteen positive samples were detected among 11,285 potential ES-positive 
plants assayed. The overall seed transmission rate from the field grow-out was 0.00142 
(0.14%) or between 1 and 2 infected plants from every thousand E. ^/ewar/Zz-infected kernels. 
The 95% upper confidence limit was 0.0021 S (0.22%), indicating that the true seed 
transmission rate was probably no higher than about 2 plants per thousand infected kernels. 
The highest transmission rate occurred in seed lot ARl (72% infected seed), with 0.74% 
transmission. This seed lot accounted for almost half of the E. stewca-tii-^sxiwt plants (7 of 
16) in the field grow-outs. Only 47% of the ARl kernels germinated, the lowest percentage 
for any seed lot except BRl, which had 43% germination. Six of the 10 seed lots had 0% 
seed transmission, including 3 seed lots with greater than 3S% incidence of infected kernels, 
GRl, AR3, and ASl. The other seed lots from which positive samples were found were HR2, 
AR4, and AR5 with average transmission rates of0.0017,0.0013, and 0.0012, respectively. 
The upper limit, or maximum rate of seed transmission, was estimated much more 
precisely when greater numbers of plants were tested. For example, both HRI and HR4 had 
no positive plants (Table 10), so the observed rate of seed transmission for both seed lots was 
zero. However the upper confidence limit for HRI was estimated at 0.0526, while the upper 
confidence limit for HR4 was more than six times lower at 0.00804. The estimate for HR4 
was much lower because 373 potential ES-positive samples were tested versus 57 for HRI. 
Greenhouse grow-out tests of seed harvested from artificially inoculated plants. In 
greenhouse tests of 10 seed lots from artificially inoculated plants, the overall rate of seed-to-
seedling transmission was 0.00143 (Table 11), a rate that was nearly identical to the field rate 
of 0.00142. Twelve infected plants were detected from 8403 potential ES-positive plants 
(total of 17739 plants assayed). The maximum estimated rate was 0.00231, slightly more than 
2 infected plants per 1000 infected kernels and very similar to the field rate of0.00215. 
Table 10. Seed-to-seediing transmission of Erwinia stewartii (ES) from infected seed harvested from leaf-inoculated plants as 
determined in field grow-out tests. 
Genotype/lot Seed 
Infected 
(%) 
Month/ 
Year 
tested 
Planted 
seeds 
Plants 
tested 
Seedlines (#) 
Potential ES Actual ES 
positive samples" positive samples 
Transmission 
rate for ES^ 
Maximum 
rate at the 95% 
confidence level 
HRl^ 14 Aug-90 1593 410 57 0 0.00000 0.05260 
HR2 42 iun-91 3200 2751 1155 2 0.00173 0.00545 
HR4 27 Jul-92 2970 1383 373 0 0.00000 0.00804 
ARl 72 Jun-91 2800 1307 941 7 0.00744 0.01397 
AR3 51 JuI-92 3535 1467 748 0 0.00000 0.00401 
AR4^ 37 Jul-93 4800 2984 1104 0 0.00000 0.00272 
Aug-93 4000 3394 1256 3 0.00239 0.00617 
AR5^ 67 Jul-93 4800 1284 860 2 0.00232 0.00732 
Aug-93 6000 3615 2422 2 0.00083 0.00260 
ASl®^ 70 Jul-92 1647 470 329 0 0.00000 0.00912 
BRl^ 26 Jul-93 2000 866 225 0 0.00000 0.01330 
GRl^ 40 Jul-93 3600 2219 888 0 0.00000 0.00338 
Aug-93 2800 2317 927 0 0.00000 0.00324 
Total 43745 24467 11285 16 0.00142 0.00215 
" Potential Erwinia stewartii (ES) positives = number of plants tested x percentage seed infected with E. stewartii. 
^ Transmission rate = actual positive samples/potential positive samples. 
Tested samples by ELISA of stem sections. 
^ Also tested in the greenhouse. 
Table 11. Seed-to-seedling transmission of Erwinia stewartii (£S) from infected seed harvested from leaf'inoculated plants as 
determined in greenhouse grow-out tests. 
Genotype/lot Seed 
Infected 
(%) 
Month/ 
Year 
tested 
Planted 
seeds 
Plants 
tested 
Seedlines (W\ 
Potential ES Actual ES 
positive samples" oositive samoles 
Transmission 
rate for ES** 
Maximum 
rate at the 95% 
confidence level 
HRl^ 14 Apr-90 480 305 43 0 0.00000 0.06980 
HSl 21 Jul-92 250 247 52 0 0.00000 0.05769 
ASl^ 70 Jul-92 500 391 274 0 0.00000 0.01090 
AS2 48 Dec-92 2500 2113 1014 0 0.00000 0.00296 
Oct-93 1000 837 402 0 0.00000 0.00746 
Mar-94 2000 1714 823 1 0.00122 0.00576 
AS3 70 Dec-92 2500 1522 1065 1 0.00094 0.00445 
Mar-93 1500 661 463 0 0.00000 0.00648 
Oct-93 1500 865 606 1 0.00165 0.00782 
Mar-94 2000 1096 767 0 0.00000 0.00391 
AR4^ 37 Jan-93 2000 1883 697 3 0.00431 0.01112 
Oct-93 1100 1000 370 1 0.00270 0.01280 
AR5^ 67 Jan-93 2000 1359 911 0 0.00000 0.00329 
Oct-93 1100 760 509 5 0.00982 0.02060 
BRl^ 26 May-93 500 472 123 0 0.00000 0.02440 
GRI^ 40 May-93 750 672 269 0 0.00000 0.01120 
GR2 0.8 Mar-94 2000 1842 15 0 0.00000 0.20000 
Total 23680 17739 8403 12 0.00143 0.00231 
° Potential Erwinia stewartii (ES) positives = number of plants tested x percentage seed infected with E. stewartii. 
^ Transmission rate = actual positive samples/potential positive samples. 
^ Also tested in the field. 
Seed transmission was detected only from seed lots with greater than 3S% incidence of 
infected kernels, an observation that was consistent with results from the field grow-out tests. 
Six of the 10 seed lots had no cases of seed transmission. The other four seed lots, AS2, AS3, 
AR4, and AR5, had average transmission rates of0.0004, 0.0007,0.0037, and 0.0035, 
respectively. 
The average transmission rates for the SS104-infected seed lots, AS2 and AS3, seemed to 
be substantially lower than the comparable Rif-9A-infected seed lots, AR4 and AR5, even 
though all four seed lots were produced in the same field on the same genotype. Seed lot AS2 
had slightly more infected kernels than seed lot AR4, 48% compared to 37%. Seed lot AS3 
was quite similar to seed lot AR5 with respect to the percentage of infected kernels, 70% 
compared to 67%. If the number of actual ES-positive samples from seed lots AS2 and AS3 
were multiplied by two to correct for the approximately 50% lower sensitivity of stem printing 
onto NBY, the transmission rates would become 0.0009 and 0.0014, respectively. By 
doubling the number of actual positives for these two seed lots, the number of actual positives 
for all of the SS104-infected seed lots would increase from 12 to 15, and the overall rate of 
seed transmission in the greenhouse would increase from 0.0014 to 0.0018. 
Comparison of seed transmission rates from Rif-9A-infected kernels with SS104-
infected kernels. When the greenhouse grow-out data from the six Rif-9A-infected seed 
lots was compared to the corresponding data from the four SS104-infected seed lots, there 
was a significant difference between the average seed transmission rates. The rate from the 
Rif-9A seed lots was 5.5 times higher, 0.00306 versus 0.00055 (Table 12). The two rates 
were compared as binomial proportions by a chi-square test which gave a P value of0.0036, 
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indicating a highly significant difference between the two transmission rates. Due to the lower 
detection sensitivity of the stem printing assay for the SS104-infected lots, the number of 
actual positives for the SS104 seed lots was doubled to 6 of 5466 plants instead of 3 of 5466. 
That modification changed the P value to 0.042, which was still a significant difference. 
These results suggest that isolate Rif-9A was at least as likely to be seed transmitted as the 
wild type SSI04. 
Table 12. Comparison of seed transmission of Erwinia stewartii (£S) from maize seed 
infected with isolate SSI04 or Rif-9A. 
Seedlings (U) 
Seed source Infected Healthy Potential 
ES-positive 
samoles ® 
Transmission 
rate for ES 
Maximum rate at 
the 95% confidence 
level 
SS 104-infected 3' 5463 5466 0.00055 0.00142 
Rif-9A-infected 9 2928 2937 0.00306 0.00535 
Total 12 8391 8403 0.00143 0.00231 
^ Potential ES-positive = number of plants tested x percentage of kernels infected by E. stewartii. 
^ Transmission rate = actual number of infected seedlings/potential ES-positive samples. 
For 3 infected plants the chi-square value = 8.48; d.f. = 1, P = 0.0036, a highly significant 
difference and strong evidence that the two proporticHis are truly different. 
For 6 infected plants the chi-square value = 4.15; d.f. = 1, P= 0.042, significantly different. 
Because the seed transmission events were so rare and the rates of seed transmission were 
near zero, regardless of the number of plants tested, the seed transmission results from both 
the field and greenhouse grow-out tests fit the criteria for Poisson distributions (39, 60). Steel 
and Torrie (60) described a method for comparing two such distributions, which they called 
conditional Poisson distributions, based on an expansion of the equation for the binomial 
distribution. Using that equation, the P value for 3 cases of seed transmission from the 
SS104-infected seed lots was determined to be 0.0056 instead of0.0036, as determined by the 
chi-square method. When the number of ES-positive seedlings was changed to 6 instead of 3 
for the SS104-infected seed lots, the P value of0.042 from the Poisson distribution was' 
identical to that determined by the chi-square distribution. Comparing the two proportions as 
either Poisson or binomial distributions did not materially change the conclusions. 
Comparison of seed transmission rates in the field versus the greenhouse. Of the 16 
artificially inoculated seed lots, ten were tested only in field or only in the greenhouse. The 
other six seed lots (Tables 10 and 11) were planted in both locations on the same dates and 
were used to compare seed transmission rates in the field with transmission rates in the 
greenhouse. Of the six seed lots, four showed no seed transmission in either location and 
were not included in the analysis. Two seed lots had positive instances of seed transmission in 
both environments, AR4 (37% infected kernels) and AR5 (67% infected kernels). The 
combined rate of seed transmission for these two seed lots in the field was 0.00124 (7 
positives from 5643 potential positives) as compared with 0.00362 ( 9 positives from 2487 
potential positives) in the greenhouse (Table 13). 
The two binomial proportions, representing the transmission rates, were compared by a 
chi-square test in a 2 x 2 contingency table. The chi-square value of 4.97 corresponded to a 
probability value of0.026 and gave strong support the hypothesis that the two proportions 
were truly different and that the greenhouse environment was more conducive to observing 
events of seed transmission than was the field environment. 
Table 13. Effect of test location on detection of seed transmission of Erwinia stewartii (ES) from identical seed lots. 
Location Genotype/lot Seed 
Infected 
(%) 
Emergence 
(%) 
Plants 
tested 
Seedlines (#) 
Potential ES 
positive samples" 
Actual ES 
positive samples 
Transmission 
rate for ES'' 
Maximum 
rate at the 95% 
confidence level 
Field 
AR4 37 65 6378 2360 3 0.00127 0.00328 
AR5 67 49 4899 3283 4 0.00122 0.00278 
Total 11277 5643 7 0.00124'' 0.00233 
Greenhouse 
AR4 37 93 2883 1067 4 0.00375 0.00445 
AR5 67 68 2119 1420 5 0.00352 0.00740 
Total 5002 2487 9 0.00362'^ 0.00632 
" Potential Erwinia stewartii (ES) positives = number of plants tested x percentage seed infected with E. stewartii. 
^ Transmission rate = actual positive samples/potential positive samples. 
^ The binomial proportions were compared by computing a chi-square statistic of 4.97 corresponding to a P value of0.026. 
Both seed lots AR4 and AR5 had much higher germination rates in the greenhouse when 
compared to the field, creating a larger population of potential ES-positive samples. 
Seed lot AR4 had germination percentages of 6S% in the field compared with 93% in the 
greenhouse. Seed lot ARS had germination percentages of 49% in the field compared with 
68% in the greenhouse. The field and greenhouse seed transmission rates were also compared 
as Poisson distributions. The P value of 0.029, calculated from the Poisson distribution, was 
nearly identical to the P value of0.026 from the chi-square method. 
Greenhouse grow-out tests of naturally infected seed. A single case of seed-to-
seedling transmission was found among the 34,924 plants assayed from naturally infected seed 
lots (Table 14). Because of the generally low percentages of infected kernels in these seed 
lots, the number of estimated potential ES-positive samples was only 4,564 plants. The single 
ES-positive plant came from the first 1000 plants tested of seed lot PNl (9% infected 
kernels). Seven thousand additional plants from the same seed lot were negative. Of 
particular interest was the fact that the same genotype was represented by a second seed lot, 
PN2, differing only in that it had a much higher percentage of infected kernels, at 35%. No 
seed transmission was detected from 5296 plants of PN2 (1854 potential positives). 
Seed lot ANl was similar to lot PNl in that both were dent com inbreds harvested in 
1992, and having about 10% infected kernels. Almost 19,000 plants of ANl (1886 potential 
ES-positive samples), were stem printed with no cases of seed transmission. The absence of 
seed transmission from naturally infected seed lots with equal or higher kernel infection 
percentages indicates that the single case of seed transmission from seed lot PNl was a highly 
anomalous result. 
Table 14. Seed-to-seedling transmission of Erwinia stewartii (ES) fi'om naturally infected com seed harvested from field-grown 
plants as determined in greenhouse grow-out tests. 
Genotype/lot Seed 
Infected 
(%) 
Month/ 
Year 
tested 
Planted 
seeds 
Plants 
tested 
Seedlines (M) 
Potential ES Actual ES 
Dositive samples" oositive samoles 
Transmission 
rate for ES** 
Maximum 
rate at the 95% 
confidence level 
ANl 10 Dec-92 2500 2386 239 0 0.00000 0.01260 
Mar-94 >2500 2000 200 0 0.00000 0.01500 
Dec-95 >15000 14473 1447 0 0.00000 0.00207 
PNl 9 Mar-93 2000 1860 168 1 0.00578 0.02740 
Oct-93 >1000 1000 90 0 0.00000 0.03220 
Jan-94 >2000 2000 180 0 0.00000 0.01610 
Dec-95 >3500 3267 294 0 0.00000 0.00987 
PN2 35 Mar-93 2500 2296 804 0 0.00000 0.00353 
Oct-93 >1000 1000 350 0 0.00000 0.00810 
Jan-94 >2000 2000 700 0.00405 
LNl 3.5 Oct-92 1000 781 27 0 0.00000 0.01110 
Mar-94 2000 1861 65 0 0.00000 0.04620 
Total >37000 34924 4564 1 0.00022 0.00104 
" Potential Erwinia stewartii (ES) positives = number of plants tested x percentage seed infected with E. stewartii. 
Transmission rate = actual positive samples/potential positive samples. 
Seed transmission rates from naturally infected seed lots compared with seedfrom 
artificially inoculated plants. The overall transmission rate from the naturally infected seed 
lots was 0.00022 or 0.02%, and the 95% upper confidence limit was 0.00104. The 
confidence interval was fairly wide because only 4,564 potential ES-positive samples were 
tested. A larger sample size would have reduced the spread between the observed 
transmission rate and the estimated maximum rate. For comparison, the average transmission 
rate for the combined field and greenhouse grow-out tests of the artificially inoculated seed 
lots was 0.00142 (28 of 19,688 plants) and the 95% upper confidence limit was 0.00195. 
The observed seed transmission rate from the artificially inoculated seed lots was 6.5 times 
higher than the rate from naturally infected seed lots, but both rates were so low that there 
was a possibility that the difference may have been due to chance. A chi-square statistic was 
calculated from the 2 x 2 contingency table (Table 15) to test whether the two proportions, 
namely 1/4564 and 28/19688, might be significantly different. The chi-square value of 4.49 
corresponded to a P value of0.034 (Table 15), strong evidence that transmission rate from 
the naturally infected seed lots was truly lower than the transmission rate from the artificially 
infected seed lots. If the seed transmission rate for the naturally infected seed lots were 
doubled to compensate for the lower sensitivity of the stem printing assay, the chi-square 
value was 2.90. This value corresponded to a P value of 0.088, still reasonably good evidence 
that there was a real difference between the two rates. If the two proportions were compared 
as Poisson distributions, the P value for one positive plant was 0.018 instead of 0.034, and for 
two plants, the P value was 0.06 instead of0.088. Comparing the proportions as binomial or 
Poisson distributions did not substantially affect the conclusion that there was probably a true 
difference between the transmission rates. 
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Table 15. Comparison of rates of seed transmission of Erwinia stewartii (ES) from naturally 
infected maize seed with seed from artificially inoculated plants. 
Seed Source Number of 
infected plants 
Number of 
healthy plants 
Potential ES-
positive 
samples 
Observed rate 
of seed 
transmission 
Maximum rate 
at the 95% 
confidence 
level 
Natural 
infection 
1 4563 4564 0.00022' 0.00104 
Artificially 
inoculated 
28 19660 19688 0.00142" 0.00195 
Total 
4 — . 
29 24223 24252 0.00120 0.00163 
The two binomial proportions were cfunparcd by computing a chi-square statistic of 4.49. The 
corresponding P value of 0.034 indicated a significant difference between the transmission rates. 
Sampling for seed health tests. Table 16 compares the minimum number of seeds 
required for a seed health test in a zero tolerance situation (one infected seed) for the binomial 
and Poisson equations. It would be appropriate to use the Poisson-based equation for the last 
3 columns, 0.5% infection, 0.1% infection, and 0.01% infection (39). However, when the 
Poisson equation was substituted for the binomial equation, sample size in each cell increased 
by only 2-4 seeds. For practical applications, there is little need to use the Poisson equation 
unless the infection level is extremely small. If one wanted to be 99% confident that the 
percentage of infected seed in a seed lot was less than 1 in 1000, 'p' would be 0.001. By 
substituting into the Poisson equation, Pe = e""'', the expression becomes 0.99 = 
When the equation is solved for "n", "n" equals 4605 seeds. If the binomial equation were 
used with the same parameters, the equation would be 0.99 = (1-0.001)", and "n" equals 4603 
seed, a difference of only two seeds. 
The sample size may be limited by practicality, but confidence levels can still be attached 
to any sample size (Table 17). For example, if the sample size were only 100 seeds, and a 
testing lab wanted to be confident that the sample contained fewer than 5% infected kernels 
(p=0.05), the binomial equation would be solved for Pe; where Pe= (1-0.05)'°®. The chance 
of selecting 100 seeds from a 5% seed lot without including one infected seed in the sample 
would be Pe = 0.006. The testing lab would correctly detect 5% infection seed lots 99.4% of 
the time. Therefore, if the 100-seed sample was clean, the sample would almost certainly be 
under the 5% seed infection level. If, however, the testing lab wanted to declare that the same 
seed sample was under the 1% seed infection level, the probability for error, or Pe equals 0.37, 
and the testing lab would be correct only 63% of the time. 
Table 16. Comparison of the binomial and Poisson equations for determining the minimum numbers of com seed to sample to 
ensure detecting a sinj^le infected seed (zero tolerance) at the desired level of confidence. 
Confidence 10% infected seed 5% infected seed 1% infected seed 0.5% infected seed 0.1% infected seed 0.01% infected seed 
Level Binomial Poisson Binomial Poisson Binomial Poisson Binomial Poisson Binomial Poisson Binomial Poisson 
90% 22 23 45 46 114 115 459 461 2301 2303 23025 23026 
95% 28 30 58 60 148 150 598 599 2994 2996 29956 29957 
99% 44 46 90 92 228 230 919 921 4603 4605 46049 46052 
99.9% 66 69 135 138 342 345 1378 1382 6904 6908 69074 69078 
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Table 17. Sample size and the probability that the sample contains at least one infected seed 
when selected from seed lots with different percentaRes of infected seed. 
# seeds in 
sample 
10% 
infected 
seed 
5% 
infected 
seed 
2% 
infectcd 
seed 
1% 
infected 
seed 
0.5% 
infected 
seed 
0.1% 
infected 
seed 
0.01% 
infected 
seed 
50 0.995 0.923 0.636 0.395 0.222 0.049 0.005 
100 1.000 0.994 0.867 0.634 0.394 0.095 0.010 
150 1.000 1.000 0.952 0.779 0.529 0.139 0.015 
200 1.000 1.000 0.982 0.866 0.633 0.181 0.020 
250 1.000 1.000 0.994 0.919 0.714 0.221 0.025 
300 1.000 1.000 0.998 0.951 0.778 0.259 0.030 
350 1.000 1.000 0.999 0.970 0.827 0.295 0.034 
400 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.982 0.865 0.330 0.039 
500 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.993 0.918 0.394 0.049 
600 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.998 0.951 0.451 0.058 
700 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.999 0.970 0.504 0.068 
800 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.982 0.551 0.077 
900 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.989 0.594 0.086 
1000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.993 0.632 0.095 
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DISCUSSION 
The results of this study clearly indicate that the potential risk for seed transmission of 
Erwinia stewartii is extremely low from heavily infected seed lots and may be essentially non­
existent from seed lots that have only a small percentage of infected kernels. The bulk of the 
seed transmission data collected in this study was obtained from seed lots that were heavily 
inoculated with the intent of maximizing the number of infected kernels and the severity of 
kernel infection. Several of these high infection seed lots were of very poor quality that may 
have resembled seed samples described in the early literature (SI, 58), but they are not typical 
of the improved level of Stewart's disease resistance found in most modem com genotypes. 
The level of plant infection required to generate seed lots with such high percentages of 
infected kernels rarely occurs in commerce and internationally accepted quality standards for 
germination alone would eliminate these fields as sources for seed com. Comparison of the 
effects of seed infection on germination showed that average greenhouse germination was less 
than 80% when the incidence of infected kernels was higher than 40%. Germination rates 
under more stressful field conditions would likely be even lower. 
The seed transmission study was biased toward assessing seed lots that represented a 
"worst-case" scenario because of the difficulties in detecting seed transmission from seed lots 
with low percentages of infected kernels. To test 1000 potential ES-positive samples, it was 
more feasible to analyze 2,000 plants from a seed lot containing 50% infected kernels than to 
analyze 20,000 plants from a seed lot containing 5% infected kemels or 200,000 plants from a 
seed lot containing 0.5% infected kemels. The overall rate of seed transmission of 0.14% to 
0.2% found in this study is likely to be considerably higher than would normally occur from 
naturally infected seed. Of the 14 seed lots included in this study that had more than 10% 
infected kernels, only one originated from naturally infected plants. Most of the high infection 
seed lots were obtained by pinprick inoculation of both the ear shank and the leaves. 
Inoculating the ear shank placed large quantities of inoculum close to the ear and presumably 
allowed bacteria to invade the ear more quickly than via leaf inoculation. Inoculating the 
shank may have also circumvented potential resistance mechanisms in the leaves (7). There 
were 29 seedlings in the study that were positive for seed transmission among 24,252 
potential ES-positive samples. If the seed lots with 37% and above incidence of seed infection 
were eliminated from further consideration, 28 of the 29 positive seedlings would also have 
been eliminated. 
It should be emphasized that calculations for the rates of seed transmission were based 
solely on infected kernels, as if 100% of the kernels in a seed lot were carrying viable bacteria. 
More than 77,000 plants were stem-printed, but the seed transmission calculations were based 
only on the proportion of plants that were estimated to have originated from infected kernels. 
No seed lot has 100% infected kernels and seed lots harvested from plants vsdth few infected 
kernels per ear would have correspondingly lower risks of seed transmission. 
In fact, the seed health assays of 77 naturally infected genotypes showed that high 
percentages of kernel infection were rare, even among the most susceptible genotypes, with 
67 of the 77 genotypes (87%) containing fewer than 1% infected kernels. These results 
corroborate those of Khan et al. (33), who found no kernel infection in cultivars with non-
systemic Stewart's disease, and also those of Anderson and Buzzell (1) who found no kernel 
infection in Pioneer 3707, which had a small amount of leaf disease, and 4% kernel infection 
in Pioneer 3780A, which was severely infected. 
The estimated rate of seed transmission of 0.14 to 0.2% could be viewed as an upper limit 
or maximum theoretical rate, and would provide an inherent safety margin when considering 
the risk of seed transmission from more typical seed lots harvested from naturally infected 
plants. This rate is similar to the seed transmission rate of 0.1% to 0.4% estimated for 
Clavibacter michiganense subsp. nebraskensis, the causal agent of Goss's wilt (3). 
The data provide good evidence, in using a transmission rate of 0.14%, that a safety 
margin truly exists because the transmission rate from naturally infected seed was significantly 
lower than the transmission rate from the artificially inoculated seed lots. It is true that one or 
two infected seedlings may have been missed because of the lower sensitivity of the stem-
printing assay onto NBY agar, but if seed transmission from the naturally infected seed lots 
had occurred at a rate of 0.14%, at least 6 to 7 cases of seed transmission should have 
occurred and certainly more than one ES-positive seedling should have been detected. 
The reason for a lower transmission rate from the naturally infected seed lots was probably 
due to qualitative differences in the severity of kernel infection. Seed lots containing high 
percentages of infected kernels also contain many kernels with extensive bacterial invasion and 
some of these kernels are still able to germinate. In a cob with only a few infected kernels, the 
bacteria have not colonized as much vascular tissue as in a cob with many infected kernels. 
Given that the bacteria have colonized less tissue, either because of host resistance or less time 
in the plant, bacterial populations in individual kernels may be lower. A higher percentage of 
severely infected kernels may also have been the reason for the higher rate of seed 
transmission observed from the Rif-9A-infected seed lots as compared with the SS104-
infected seed lots. 
The sweet com seed lots were expected to display higher rates of seed transmission than 
the dent com seed lots because of the large conformational changes that the pericarp surface 
undergoes during imbibition. These physical changes could result in cracks that might allow 
entrance of E. stewartii bacteria into the vascular tissue. The sweet com seed lots HSl, HR2, 
HR4, BRl, and GRl were all considered high infection lots because all had more than 20% 
ES-infected kemels. With only 2 events of seed transmission observed firom 3779 potential 
ES-positive plants (transmission rate of O.OOOS), the sweet com seed lots were not found to 
be exceptionally prone to seed transmission. 
The data can be used to estimate the potential risk of seed transmission from any given 
seed lot. For example, if a seed lot contained 1% infected kemels and the rate of seed 
transmission from infected kemels was presumed to be 0.14%, the expected rate of 
transmission from that seed lot would be 0.0014% or 14 infected seedlings per one million 
plants. At a plant population of62,500 plants per hectare (25,000/acre), the result would be 
slightly less than one E. stewartii-infected seedling per hectare. If the true rate of seed 
transmission were closer to the rate of0.022% obtained from the naturally infected seed lots, 
a seed lot with 1% infected kemels would have an expected transmission rate of 0.00022% or 
about 2 infected seedlings per one million plants. At 62,500 plants per hectare, that 
corresponds to only one infected seedling per 8 hectares. In either situation, it would be 
nearly impossible and certainly unfeasible to identify any infected plants in the field. Some of 
the infected plants found in this study were symptomless, having only a few vascular bundles 
occupied by bacteria. It is not known if a symptomless plant could function as a reservoir for 
insect transmission of Stewart's disease. If potential insect vectors were present, they would 
have to exist in fairly large numbers to infest the rare infected plant that might exist. If 
suitable insect vectors were absent, seed transmission would become unimportant because the 
pathogen is not known to be efficient in plant-to-plant spread, except by beetle vectors (44). 
Plant-to-plant transmission was not specifically addressed in this study, but no disease spread 
was evident between adjacent rows of inoculated and non-inoculated plants in either 1990 or 
1991, for either cultivar A632Ht or Hybrid Pride of Canada. 
Khan et al. (33) found no seed transmission among 75,000 seedlings grown fi-om seed 
produced on pinprick-inoculated plants, but their results concerning seed transmission were 
inconclusive because of very low percentages of infected kernels in their seed lots. According 
to the results of their kernel assays, by either agar plating or a seed leachate assay, only a 
small number of the kernels used in their seed transmission grow-outs were actually infected. 
Khan et al. (33) indicated that no infected kernels were detected by agar plating among any of 
the 28 genotypes used in 1992 (300 kernels each) or among the 12 genotypes used in 1993 
(400 kernels each). The agar plating assay could have lacked sensitivity or the actual 
fi-equency of infected kernels may have been so low that the 300 and 400 kernel samples were 
too small to include infected kernels. The binomial sampling distribution (25,39, 59,60) 
indicates that a 300 kernel sample should be sufficient to detect infected kernels at frequencies 
as low as 1%, at least 95% of the time. A 400 kernel sample should be sufficient to detect 
infected kernels at frequencies as low as 0.7%, at least 95% of the time. If zero infected 
kernels were detected from their seed lots in both 1992 and 1993, the actual infection level 
was probably well under 1%. 
The more sensitive seed leachate assay (33), which used three 100 kernel samples and 
involved centrifuging each sample to concentrate the bacteria, detected E. stewartii from only 
4 of 28 genotypes harvested in 1992 and from zero of the 12 pinprick-inoculated genotypes 
harvested in 1993. Therefore, of the ^proximately 56,000 seedlings grown from 1992 seed, 
about 8,000 actually came from the four seed lots with some detectable E. siewartii-inSiscted 
kernels. Of the 19,200 plants grown fi-om 1993 seed, none came from infected seed lots. If 
one assumed that the agar assay was somewhat insensitive, and that the true infection 
percentage in the four 1992 seed lots was between 1 and 2%, the total number of infected 
kernels actually planted would have been between 80 and 160. The chances of seed 
transmission occurring from such a small number of infected kernels would have been remote. 
Several factors could help explain the discrepancy between the relatively high rates of seed 
transmission commonly cited in the early literature and the figures obtained in this study. 
Most seed transmission studies in the early 1900s were field grow-outs whose results were 
often confounded by the presence of the then unknown com flea beetle vector (18,49, 51, 
64). Since com kernels were known to be possible carriers of the pathogen (23, 28, 58), seed 
was naturally suspected as the most likely source of inoculum. The planting of infected 
kernels was highly correlated with the occurrence of high percentages of diseased seedlings, 
but actual cause and effect were never shown. Even after identifying the flea beetle vector. 
Rand and Cash (51) remained convinced that seed was still the most important factor in 
introducing Stewart's disease to new locations. Flea beetles were primarily thought to be 
important in spread of the disease throughout the growing season (51) and were not 
conclusively shown to be an overwintering host for the bacterium until 1934 (19). 
Greenhouse grow-out tests eliminated most of the flea beetle problems, but finding an 
average of 2 to 3% wilted plants in greenhouse studies was not uncommon (22, 51). As Khan 
et al. (33) suggested, differences in the seed transmission rates reported in the early literature 
and those found in recent observations may be due, in part, to improved levels of Stewart's 
disease resistance in modem cultivars. However, another factor, fungal seedling blights, may 
have been overlooked. In many of the early studies, there is little indication that E. stewartii 
was isolated from the wilted seedlings. The typical assay method was to simply count the 
wilted plants or to cut a cross section of older, wilting plant stem and look for the presence of 
yellow bacteria in the vascular bundles (58,64). The presence of yellow bacteria in the 
vascular bundles was considered diagnostic for Stewart's disease. A more recent study by 
Blanco (4) showed that yellow-pigmented bacteria recovered from field-grown stalks were 
more often the common saprophyte, E. herbicola var. herbicola (Lohnis) Dye, and not E. 
stewartii. Ear rotting fungi were also very common in the 1920s and 1930s, but were 
potentially overlooked in the early 1900s as a significant contributor to seedling wilts. There 
were few reports of fungal involvement in ear rots and seedling wilts until the mid-1920s. A 
report covering the years from 1926 to 1935 (63) showed that 20 to 60% of the com ears 
inspected by Federal grain inspectors had at least 5% of the kernels damaged by fungi, 
primarily Diplodiazeae (Schw.) Lev. [syn. Stenocarpella maydis (Berk.) Sutton] and 
Fusarium species. Reddy and Holbert (54) reported severe stand reductions in sweet com 
caused by D. zeae and Gibberella saubinetti (Mont.) Sacc. [syn. Gibberella zeae (Schw.) 
Fetch]. High percentages of wilt and stand reduction due to agents other than E. stewartii 
were also reported by Wellhausen in 1937 (72) when he described D. zeae, G. saubinetti, 
Fusarium moniliforme (Sheld.) and Penicillium oxalicum (Currie and Thom) as causes of 
seedling death. 
Root-feeding insects were another potential cause of wilted plants. Rand and Cash (51) 
reported that 62-100% of the wilted plants in fields at five locations had small larval channels 
at the base, likely due to rootworm beetle injury, as compared with 0-17% of the healthy 
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plants. IvanofT (28) found rootworm larvae feeding on the roots and bases of stems of wilted 
plants. Erwinia stewartii was isolated from some of these wilted plants, but there was no way 
to determine whether the larvae were responsible for transmitting the disease or were simply 
associated with diseased plants. The bacterium was isolated into pure culture firom some of 
the larvae. Frutchey (23) found small tunnels in the stem of wilted plants caused by larvae of 
the seed com maggot, Delia platura Meigen, or by the wheat wireworm, Agriotes mancus 
Say. Frutchey (23) isolated E. stewartii from some of the insect-infested and wilted stems 
onto a semi-selective agar medium. 
The present study was the first to conclusively track the bacterium and demonstrate seed-
to-plant transmission under field conditions. The combination of the rifampicin and nalidixic 
acid resistant strain Rif-9A isolate and the stem-printing assay proved to be a veiy sensitive 
and effective means of identifying seedlings that had some internal bacterial colonization, 
whether there were symptoms or not. By testing almost every seedling for E. stewartii, 
potential confounding factors such as fungal wilts and symptomless, but infected plants were 
minimized. The low frequency of infected kernels in many susceptible genotypes along with 
the complete absence of seed infection in the more resistant genotypes supports the belief that 
kernel infection probably does not occur at all in non-systemically infected plants (33). 
ELISA-based seed health testing (35) for E. stewartii is very reliable and easily detects E. 
stewartii-vaSecieA seed lots. The maximum likelihood statistical analysis of the bulk ELISA 
test results was a very powerful technique for quickly estimating the percentage of infected 
kernels in a seed lot. The combination of ELISA testing and maximum likelihood statistical 
analysis provides a simple way for seed health testing labs to identify infected seed lots and to 
estimate the level of seed infection at a desired confidence level as well. 
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Statistically based sampling strategies are readily applicable to seed health testing for this 
pathogen because reasonably small sample sizes can be used. As long as the laboratory assay 
method is capable of detecting a single infected kernel in a bulk seed sample, the sample size 
and number of subsamples are very flexible. Tables of seed infection percentages and their 
associated confidence intervals can be constructed for desired combinations of bulk sample 
size and number of positive and negative subsamples (see Appendix tables A11 to A18). If 
revised tolerances for accepted seed infection frequencies were established, the maximum 
likelihood statistical approach would provide a convenient tool for estimating the percentage 
of infected kernels in bulk seed samples. 
Present quarantine regulations for seedbome E. stewartii appear to be unnecessarily 
restrictive. The risk of seed transmission of E. stewartii from all but the most heavily infected 
seed lots appears to be negligible. Because no kernel infection was detected from any plants 
that had less than 25% of the leaf area killed, low levels of leaf infection, such as would be 
found in resistant or moderately resistant cultivars, appear to pose no risk of seed 
transmission. 
APPENDIX 
Table A1. Percentage leaf disease and % infected kernels in naturally infected seed lots. 
Identifier/ Name Type %leaf %infected 
Accession disease kernels* 
213730 Apache red cob flint 1-2 0 
A-18879 B75 dent 1-2 0 
A-lg880 B77 dent 1-2 0 
A-188gl B79 dent 1-2 0 
A-18883 B86 dent 1-2 0 
213728 Apache white flint 10-15 0 
213734 Hopi flint 10-15 0 
213749 Ch^enne flint 10-15 0 
213756 Osage flint 10-15 0 
218186 Indian com 10-15 0 
420246 Blue com flint/flour 10-15 0 
503563 PimaPapago flour/flint 10-15 0 
503573 Pima Papago flour 10-15 0 
A-2750 Wakefield's Rhode Island flint 10-15 0 
183783 25 0 
213705 Reid's Yellow Dent - Illinois dent 25 0 
213714 Papago Flower 25 0 
213722 Golden Glow - Minnesota 25 0 
213736 Mescalero flour 25 0 
213741 Wallapi flour 25 0 
217461 King Philip 25 0 
217462 Rainbow flint 25 0 
217476 Pride of Michigan 25 0 
217477 Red Robin 25 0 
218130 White com 25 0 
218133 White com 25 0 
218136 Yellow com 25 0 
222468 Nothstine 25 0 
222470 Pickett (Dickerson strain) 25 0 
222473 Pickett (Thurman strain) 25 0 
222474 Polar Dent 25 0 
222478 Mathison 25 0 
222480 Folk's White Cap 25 0 
222486 Late Golden Glow 25 0 
228165 OP line ricepopcom 25 0 
255981 Bumell's Golden Bantam sweet 25 0 
275828 G8819 flint 25 0 
311252 White hulless popcorn popcorn 25 0 
340850 B17 inbred fir. Supergold dent 25 0 
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Table Al. (continued) 
Identifier/ Name Type %leaf %infected 
Accession disease kernels* 
435329 Kulli 25 0 
B73xMol7 dent 25 0 
LH119xLH151 dent 25 0 
LH39xA632 dent 25 0 
236997 Nebraska C inbred 6-907 25 0.5 ±0.5 
A-1836 Bronze Beauty 25 0.7 ±0.6 
162573 Black Mexican 35 0 
213737 Navajo flint 35 0 
213760 Blackfoot flint 35 0 
213774 Winnebago flour 35 0 
213799 Zuni Blue 35 0 
217411 Tama Flint flint 35 0 
217482 Amber Flint flint 35 0 
217487 Squaw com 35 0 
218131 White com 35 0 
218149 Yellow flint com flint 35 0 
219871 Assiniboine flint 35 0 
A-2749 Palmer's Rhode Island flint 35 0 
217483 Gehu Flint flint 35 0.5 ±0.5 
213773 Winnebago flint 35 0.7 ±0.6 
255978 Rhode Island White Cap flint 35 1.4 ± 1.0 
217408 Longfellow flint 35 2.1 ± 1.0 
213770 Sioux flour 50 0 
213772 Winnebago flour 50 0 
317681 Ivory King flour 50 0 
217488 50 2.7 ± 1.3 
Jubilee sweet 50 3.2 ±1.5 
255977 Golden Bantam sweet 50 6.7 ± 1.8 
A632Ht inbred dent 50 10±2.l 
218135 White com 75 0 
213733 Kokoma flour 75 0.7 ±0.6 
213771 Winnebago flour 75 0.7 ±0.6 
217490 75 0.7 ±0.6 
483088 Wampum flint 75 0.7 ±0.6 
A-2755 Canada Yellow flint 75 2.I±i.0 
A-2757 Six Nations, Ontario flour 75 3.5 ± 1.2 
N28 inbred dent 75 3.2 ± 1.5 
483087 Mohawk Round Nose flour 75 11.4 ±2.7 
" Percentage of seed infection estimated by maximum likelihood method. 
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Table A2. Germination percentage under laboratory, field and greenhouse conditions for 
seed lots used in seed transmission studies. 
Seed lot Seed infection Warm Cold Average field Average 
(%) germination germinatim germination greenhouse 
(%) (%) (%) gemiination (%) 
HRl 14 82 64 
HR2 42 74 86 80 
HR3 0.7 84 94 87 
HR4 27 86 82 90 
HSl 21 99 99 
ARl 72 47 51 
AR2 3.6 94 96 87 
AR3 51 62 54 
AR4 37 90 95 72 94 
AR5 67 74 72 49 68 
ASl 70 78 71 78 
AS2 48 87 93 85 
AS3 70 66 72 55 
ANl 10 91 95 95 
BRl 26 94 43 94 
GRl 40 87 71 90 
GR2 0.8 92 
LNl 3.5 98 90 93 
PNl 9 98 97 93 
PN2 35 97 96 92 
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Table A3. Chi-square analysis for HR3 (0.7% infected kernels). 
Seed lot Seed infection Emerged 
Observed Expected 
HR3" Infected 6.9 
Not emerged 
Observed Expected 
1 1.1 
Total 
Not infected 934 934.1 148 147.9 1082 
Total 941' 941 149 149 1090 
xl =0.31, d.f = 2, P = 0.856, not significant. 
Emergence for HPC/ R91B = 86%. 
Table A4. Chi-square analysis for AR2 (3.6% infected kernels). 
Seed lot Seed infection Emerged Not emerged Total 
Observed Expected Observed Expected 
AR2® Infected 31 31.2 5 4.8 36 
Not infected 838 837.8 126 126.2 964 
Total 869^ 869.0 131 131.0 1000 
^ xl ~ 0 0288, d.f = 2, P = 0.986, not significant. 
^ Emergence for A632/ R91B = 87%. 
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Table AS. Chi-square analysis for HR4 (24% infected kernels). 
Seed lot Seed infection Emerged Not emerged Total 
Observed Expected Observed Expected 
HR4" Infected 56 53.3 3 5.7 59 
Not infected 170 172.7 21 18.3 191 
Total 226*" 226.0 24 24.0 250 
' 1.20, d.f = 1, P = 0.273, not significant. 
^ Emergence for HR4 = 90%. 
Table A6. Chi-square analysis for GRl (40% infected kernels).). 
Seed lot Seed infection Emerged Not emerged Total 
Observed Expected Observed Expected 
GRl ® Infected 258 259.5 40 38.5 298 
Not infected 395 393.5 57 58.5 452 
Total 653^ 653.0 97 97.0 750 
® for GRl = 0.05, d.f = 1, P = 0.823, not significant. 
'' Emergence for GRl = 87%. 
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Table A7. Chi-square analysis for HR2 (42% infected kernels). 
Seed lot Seed infection Emerged Not emerged Total 
Observed Expected Observed Expected 
HR2'' Infected 512 487.7 104 128.3 616 
Not infected 644 668.3 200 175.7 844 
Total 1156*" 1156.0 304 304.0 1460 
® zl for HR2 =6.05, d.f = 3, P = 0.109, not significant. 
'' Emergence for HR2 = 79%. 
Table A8. Chi-square analysis for AR3 (51% infected kernels). 
Seed lot Seed infection Emerged Not emerged Total 
Observed Expected Observed Expected 
AR3 ® Infected 117 138.24 139 117.76 256 
Not infected 153 131.76 91 112.24 244 
Total 270  ^ 270 230 230 500 
" for AR3 = 13.22, d.f = 1, P = 0.0013, highly significant. 
^ Emergence for AR3 = 54%. 
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Table A9. Chi-square analysis for ARl (72% infected kernels). 
Seed lot Seed infection Emerged Not emerged Total 
Observed Expected Observed Expected 
ARl ® Infected 309 351 380 338 689 
Not infected 1S3 141 93 135 276 
Total 492'' 492 473 473 965 
^ xl for ARl = 35.60, d.f = 2, P = 0.0000, highly significant. 
^ Emergence for ARl = 51%. 
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Table AlO. Chi-square analysis for AR5 (67% infected kernels). 
Seed lot Seed infection Emerged Not emerged Total 
Observed Expected Observed Expected 
Trial 1' Infected 61 64.7 53 49.3 114 
Not infected 225 221.3 165 168.7 390 
Total 286*^ 286.0 218 218.0 504 
Trial 2'' Infected 69 84.3 51 35.7 120 
Not infected 285 269.7 99 114.3 384 
Total 354® 354.0 150 150.0 504 
Trial 3*= Infected 63 49.0 23 37.0 86 
Not infected 224 238.0 194 180.0 418 
Total 287^ 287.0 217 217.0 504 
for Trial 1 = 0.47, d.f = 1, P = 0.49, non-significant. 
for Trial 2 = 11.44, d .f = 1, P = 0.00072; emergence of infected seed significantly 
worse. 
for Trial 3 = 10.46, d.f =1, P = 0.0012, emergence of infected seed significantly 
better. 
^ Percent emergence for Trial 1 = 57%. 
® Percent emergence for Trial 2 = 70%. 
r 
Percent emergence for Tnal 3 = 57%. 
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Table A11. Maximum likelihood estimates for samples of 100 seed. 
100 seeds sampled 5 at a time 100 seeds sampled 10 at a time 100 seeds sampled 20 at a time 
Pes. N^. Infection Pos. Neg. Infection Pos. Neg. Infection 
samples samples %" samples samples % samples samples % 
1 19 1.0 ±0.5 1 9 I.l±0.6 1 4 1.1 ± 1.0 
2 18 2.1 ±0.6 2 8 2.1 ± 1.0 2 3 2.5 ± 1.6 
3 17 3.2 ±0.8 3 7 3.5 ± 1.2 3 2 4.5 ±2.3 
4 16 4.4 ±0.9 4 6 5.0 ± 1.5 4 1 7.7 ± 3.6 
5 15 5.6±1.1 5 5 6.7 ± 1.8 
6 14 6.9 ±1.2 6 4 8.8 ±2.2 
7 13 8.2 ± 1.3 7 3 11.4 ±2.6 
8 12 9.7 ± 1.4 8 2 14.9 ±3.3 
9 11 11.3 ± 1.6 9 1 206 ±4.7 
10 10 12.9 ± 1.7 
11 9 14.8 ± 1.9 
12 8 16.7 ±2.0 
13 7 18.9 ±2.2 
14 6 21.4 ±2.3 
15 5 24.2 ± 2.6 
16 4 27.5 ± 2.8 
17 3 31.6±3.2 
18 2 36.9 ± 3.7 
19 1 45.1 ±4.7 
% E. 5/e>far///-infected seed and 95% confidence interval. 
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Table A12. Maximum likelihood estimates for samples of ISO seed-
ISO seeds sampled 10 at a time ISO seeds sampled IS at a time ISO seeds sampled 2S at a time 
Pes. N^. Infection Pos. Neg. Infection Pos. Neg. Infection 
samples samples % •  samples samples % samples samples % 
1 14 0.7 ±0.3 1 9 0.7 ±0.4 1 5 0.7 ± 0.6 
2 13 1.4 ± OS 2 8 l.S±0.6 2 4 1.6 ±0.9 
3 12 2.2 ± 0.6 3 7 2.3 ±0.8 3 3 2.7 ± 1.3 
4 11 3.1 ±0.8 4 6 3.3 ±1.0 4 2 4.3 ± 1.8 
S 10 4.0 ±0.9 S S 4.S± 1.2 S 1 6.9 ± 2.7 
6 9 S.0± 1.0 6 4 S.9±1.5 
7 8 6.1 ± 1.1 7 3 7.7 ± 1.8 
8 7 7.3 ± 1.3 8 2 10.2 ±2.3 
9 6 8.8± l.S 9 1 14.2 ±3.4 
10 S 10.4 ± 1.7 
11 4 12.4 ± 1.9 
12 3 14.9 ±2.2 
13 2 18.2 ±2.7 
14 1 23.7 ±3.7 
" % £•. s/ewar/H-infected seed and 95% confidence interval. 
Table A13. Maximum likelihood estimates for samples of 200 seed. 
200 seeds sampled 20 at a time 200 seeds sampled 2S at a time 200 seeds sampled SO at a time 
Pos. Neg. Infection Pos. Neg. Infection Pos. Neg. Infection 
samples samples %' samples samples % samples samples % 
1 9 0.S±0.3 1 7 0.5 ± 0.4 1 3 0.6 ± 0.6 
2 8 1.1 ±0.5 2 6 1.1 ±0.6 2 2 1.4 ± 1.0 
3 7 1.8 ±0.6 3 5 1.9 ±0.7 3 1 2.7 ± 1.7 
4 6 2.5 ±0.8 4 4 2.7 ± 1.0 
S S 3.4 ±0.9 5 3 3.8 ±1.2 
6 4 4.5 ± 1.1 6 2 5.4 ± 1.6 
7 3 5.8 ± 1.4 7 1 8.0 ± 2.4 
8 2 7.7 ± 1.8 
9 1 10.9 ±2.6 
^VoE. s/eH'ar///-infected seed and 95% confidence interval. 
Table A14. Maximum likelihood estimates for samples of250 seed-
ISO seeds sampled 10 at a time 250 seeds sampled 25 at a time 250 seeds sampled 50 at a time 
Pos. N^. Infection Pos. N^. Infection Pos. Neg. Infection 
samples samples %' samples samples % samples samples % 
1 24 0.4 ± 0.2 1 9 0.4 ±0.3 1 4 0.4 ± 0.4 
2 23 0.8 ± 0.2 2 8 0.9 ±0.4 2 3 1.0 ±0.6 
3 22 1.3 ±0.3 3 7 1.4 ±0.5 3 2 1.8 ±0.9 
4 21 1.7 ±0.3 4 6 2.0 ± 0.6 4 1 3.2 ± 1.5 
5 20 2.2 ± 0.4 5 5 2.7 ±0.8 
6 19 2.7 ± 0.4 6 4 3.6 ±0.9 
7 18 3.2 ±0.5 7 3 4.7 ± 1.1 
8 17 3.8 ±0.5 8 2 6.2 ± 1.5 
9 16 4.4 ±0.6 9 1 8.8 ±2.1 
10 15 5.0 ±0.6 
11 14 5.6 ±0.7 
12 13 6.3 ±0.7 
13 12 7.1 ±0.8 
14 11 7.9 ±0.8 
15 10 8.8 ±0.9 
16 9 9.7 ± 0.9 
17 8 10.8 ±1.0 
18 7 12.0 ±1.1 
19 6 13.3 ±1.2 
20 5 14.9 ±1.3 
21 4 16.7 ± 1.5 
22 3 19.1 ± 1.7 
23 2 22.3 ±2.1 
24 1 27.5 ±2.8 
® % £•. stewartii-mfocXoA seed and 95% confidence interval. 
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Table AIS. Maximum likelihood estimates for samples of300 seed. 
300 seeds sampled 25 at a time 300 seeds sampled 30 at a time 300 seeds sampled 50 at a time 
Pos. Neg. Infection Pos. N^. Infection Pos. Neg. Infection 
samples samples %• samples samples % samples samples % 
1 11 0.3 ±0.2 1 9 0.4 ±0.2 1 5 0.4 ± 0.3 
2 10 0.7 ±03 2 8 0.7 ± 0.3 2 4 08 ± 05 
3 9 1.1 ±0.4 3 7 1.2 ±0.4 3 3 1.4 ±0.6 
4 g 1.6 ±0.5 4 6 1.7 ±0.5 4 2 2.2 ±0.9 
5 7 2.1 ±0.5 5 5 2.3 ± 0.6 5 1 3.5 ±1.4 
6 6 2.7 ±0.6 6 4 3.0 ± 0.8 
7 5 3.4 ±0.7 7 3 3.9 ± 1.0 
g 4 4.3 ±0.9 8 2 5.2 ± 1.2 
9 3 5.4 ±1.1 9 1 7.4 ± 1.8 
10 2 6.9 ±1.4 
11 1 9.5 ± 2.0 
^ % £. i/ewar/M-infected seed and 95% confidence interval. 
Table A16. Maximum likelihood estimates for samples of400 seed. 
400 seeds sampled 40 at a time 400 seeds sampled 50 at a time 400 seeds sampled 100 at a time 
Pos. Neg. Infection Pos. Neg. Infection Pos. Neg. Infection 
samples samples % •  samples samples % samples samples % 
1 9 0.3 ±0.2 1 7 03 ± 0.2 1 3 0.3 ±0.3 
2 8 0.6 ±0.2 2 6 06 ± 03 2 2 07 ±05 
3 7 0.9 ±0.3 3 5 0.9 ± 0.4 3 1 1.4 ±08 
4 6 1.3 ±0.4 4 4 1.4 ±05 
5 5 1.7 ±0.5 5 3 1.9 ±06 
6 4 2.3 ±0.6 6 2 2.7 ±0.8 
7 3 3.0 ±0.7 7 1 4.1 ±1.2 
8 2 3.9 ±0.9 
9 1 5.6 ±1.4 
® % £. stewariii-mSocXtA seed and 95% confidence interval. 
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Table A17. Maximum likelihood estimates for samples of 500 seed. 
500 seeds sampled 25 at a time 500 seeds sampled 50 at a time 500 seeds sampled 100 at a time 
Pos. 
samples 
N^. 
samples 
Infection 
%• 
Pos. 
samples 
Neg. 
samples 
Infecticm 
% 
Pos. 
samples 
Neg. 
samples 
Infection 
% 
1 19 0.2 ±0.09 1 9 0.2 ±0.13 1 4 0.2 ±0.20 
2 18 0.4 ±0.13 2 8 0.4 ± 0.20 2 3 0.5 ±0.32 
3 17 0.6 ±0.16 3 7 0.7 ±0.25 3 2 0.9 ±0.48 
4 16 0.9 ±0.19 4 6 1.0 ±0.32 4 1 1.6 ±0.77 
5 15 1.1 ±0.22 5 5 1.4 ±0.39 
6 14 1.4 ±0.25 6 4 1.8 ±0.47 
7 13 1.7 ±0.28 7 3 2.4 ±0.58 
8 12 2.0 ±0.31 8 2 3.2 ± 0.76 
9 11 2.4 ±0.35 9 1 4.5 ± 1.12 
10 10 2.7 ±0.38 
11 9 3.1 ±0.42 
12 8 3.6 ±0.46 
13 7 4.1 ±0.51 
14 6 4.7 ±0.57 
15 5 5.4 ±0.64 
16 4 6.2 ±0.74 
17 3 7.3 ±0.86 
18 2 8.8 ±1.07 
19 1 ll.3±1.5 
® % £. jrewar/H-infected seed and 95% confidence interval. 
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Table A18. Maximum likelihood estimates for samples of 1000 seed. 
1000 seeds sampled 1000 seeds sampled 1000 seeds sampled 
SO at a time 100 at a time 200 at a time 
Pes. N^. Infection Pos. N^. Infection Pos. Neg. Infection 
samples samples %' samples samples % samples samples % 
1 19 0.1 ±0.04 1 9 0.1 ±0.07 1 4 0.1 ±0.10 
2 18 0.2 ±0.07 2 8 0.2 ±0.10 2 3 0.3 ±0.16 
3 17 0.3 ± 0.08 3 7 0.4 ±0.13 3 2 0.5 ± 0.24 
4 16 0.4 ±0.10 4 6 0.5 ±0.16 4 1 0.8 ±0.39 
5 15 0.6 ±0.11 5 5 0.7 ±0.19 
6 14 0.7 ±0.13 6 4 0.9 ± 0.24 
7 13 0.9 ±0.14 7 3 1.2 ±0.30 
8 12 1.0 ±0.16 8 2 1.6 ±0.39 
9 11 1.2 ±0.18 9 1 2.3 ± 0.57 
10 10 1.4±0.19 
11 9 1.6 ±0.21 
12 8 1.8 ±0.24 
13 7 2.1 ±0.26 
14 6 2.4 ±0.29 
15 5 2.7 ±0.33 
16 4 3.2 ±0.38 
17 3 3.7 ±0.45 
18 2 4.5 ±0.56 
19 1 5.8 ±0.80 
® % £. 5/eH'ar///-infected seed and 95% confidence interval. 
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